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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Louisville
president and other leaders say
they fear unless a proposal to elevate the University of Kentucky's
engineering school to "worldclass" status is derailed, UK's
gain would be at U of L's
expense.
Specifically, Louisville President Donald Swain is against a
proposal to give an extra
S500,(410 a year to UK's College
of Engineering while giving
nothing extra to its countcrpan at
U of L., the Speed Scientific
School.
Rep. Steve Riggs of Louisville
said he got that message from
Swain recently when he humped
into him in a restaurant.
"Dr. Swain seems to he worned that this is just the first step
to phasing out the Speed
School," said Riggs, a Democrat.
According to Gov. Brcreton
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Jones' proposed state budget, the
extra 5.5(X).000 a year would put
LA's engineering school on a
path to becoming one ot the
nation's best.
UK President Charles
Wethington said last week he will
do everything he can to keep the
appropnation in the budget.
"I think there has been at least
some understanding between colleges and universities that we
advocate for our own programs;
we do not. advocate against
another school's programs," he
said. "I hope it does not become
a situation where either one of us
is advocating against appropriations for the other."
In a letter Swain sent to about
50 Louisville-area business leaders, he said Jones' plan would
consign the Speed School to
'
II See Page 2

County firefighters
busy with 10 blazes
By STACEY CROOK
Stan Wilier
..„ Calloway County Fire-Rescue
'firefighters hauled a blare in the
home of one of their own Monday morning after fighting nine
other fires in just three days.
A fire broke out in the home of
(TER Asst. Chief David Cathcy,
located on Hwy. 893 near
Brown's Grove. The call came in
at 1.26 a.m.
Chief Greg Cherry said the
home was completely engulfed
when firefighters arrived.
No one was home at the time,
Cherry said. In fact, Cathcy drove
(Inc of the firetrucks to the house.
While volunteers have often
responded to fires in the homes

of people they knew, it has been
about nine years since a member's house burned. Cherry said.
"It's a dillerent feeling," he
said, referring to the Cathey fire
The house was a total loss.
Cherry said the Farmington Fire
Department, Murray Ambulance
Service, Callowa) County Sheterrs Departmart and West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
assisted the five _trucks and 25
men at the scene.
In accordance with standard
procedure. the State Fire Marshal's Office is investigating to
determine the exact cause of the
fire.
According to rooms, volun-
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w• YOUNG hooge, & T "vs p"olo
in the first half of
Murray State senior Marcus Jones dnves to the basket against Southeast Missouri's Jermall Morgan (50) and Matt Sisley
the game-winning
Saturday night a game at the Show-Me Center, a 96-95 Racer win. Jones scored a career-high 34 points in the game, including
the conference regular'
free throws with .02 remaining. as Murray State came from 18 down to post the Ohio Valley Conference win and clinch
season championship.

II See Page 2

Trial in
TA KIN' A
Gunn murder !Akar
begins today
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) —
The trial of an activist accused of
killing an abortion doctor opened
today with the judge warning he
would tolerate no politics in his
courtroom.
Circuit Judge John Parnham
ordered security officers to have
spectators remove any lapel pins
or other items that state a point of
view after a defense attorney
complained.
"The trial is not an opportunity for a protest. And this trial is
not an opportunity for the
lawyers to obtain exposure."
Parnham told the handful of spectators in his almost empty
courtroom.
Authorities erected barricades
outside the courthouse because
they expected activists on both
sides of the nationai abortion
debate to demonstrate. Although
it was the Presidents Day holiday, only about 10 abortion rights supporters and no antiabortion activists appeared.
Jury selection was expected to
Lake the first several days of the
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Bill pushes county audits

TEST DRIVE
_4 4

By AMY WILSON
Stan Writer
If House Bill 443 passes the
General Assembly, the next state
auditor will continue to audit
every county office sometime in
a lour-year period.
"The idea is that this is currently a policy of State Auditor
Ben Chandler," said Rep. Jim
Wayne of Louisville, who is
sponsoring the bill. "I am planning to run for auditor next year
and I wanted to keep this policy
for the next administration."
Wayne said many counties
have not undergone a state audit
for several years.

KENTUCKY

LEGISLATURE

August, more than 5200,000 was
missing.
Calloway County had not been
audited by the state in more than
20 years.
County Clerk Teresa Rushing
has denied any wrongdoing and
the funds have been returned. The
Kentucky State Police is still
investigating the incident.
"Several incidents like this
have been uncovered by Chandler's policy," Wayne said.
Other examples include:
•An audit of the Jefferson
County Sheriff's Office uncov-

When state auditors conducted
a surprise cash audit of the Callo2
way County ('Ierk's Office in • See Page

Anti-Boysen' bill gets little support

STACEY CROOK/Ledger Timis Dhoti
mowing
10-year-old Heather Collins checks out the latest In lawn
equipment at the 1994 Home. Lawn and Garden Show which was
held this weekend at the West Kentucky Expo Center. The three-day
event was sponsored by VIBLN and VIS.1R

EVENTS
•A Raise-the-Roof Dinner & Roast is
scheduled for 6 30 p m Thursday on the
third floor of Murray State University's
Curns Center The cost is $20 per person The event is sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Ili,' Kentucky Senate has no
Apparent appetite for a hill that
v-ould put future education commissioners under its thumb.
"I'm not in favor of that piece
of legislation. I would hope it
never gets out of the Education
Committee." Majority Leader
David Karem said in an
interview.

SPORTS

MEETINGS

•Murray State clinched the Ohio Valley
Conference championship Saturday
night coming from 18 down to beat
Southeast Missouri 96 95 at the Show
Me Center The Racers improved to 20-4
with the win

• Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board will meet Monday at 5 pm in the
council chambers at City Hall
•Murray Planning Commission hydi
meet Thursday at 5 pm in special session in the council chambers of City Hall
• Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 7 30 p m itt the council
chambers at city hall

Page 6

The Senate now confirms
An informal survey of Karem
school
and other members of the Filuca- appointees to the state
hoard, which hired Commissioner
iiim Committee indicated the bill
given
would not pass and might not get Thomas C. Boysen. He was
even a hearing. The committee- a four-year contract, which began
year
chairman, Democrat Ed Ford of in 1991, and the hoard last
Cynthiana. said the hill was extended it for two years.
"superfluous."
The hill's lead sponsor, House
Majority Leader Greg Stumbo. is
The hill, passed by the House
last week, would require the chief one of Boyscn's most outspoken
'.late school officer's contract to critics. Stumho was angered by
he approved by the Senate if it
•See Page 2
exceeded two years
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•County audits...

•Firefighters...
FROM PAGE 1
torts responded to nine other tires, the first of which began Thursday afternoon
• Three trucks and 13 men
responded to a grass and woods
tire in the Old Almo area at
approximately 3 p m Cherry said
more than three acres, owned by
Robert Duncan. burned.
IN At 3 43 p.m. firefighters
were called to a house trailer fire
in Missing Hills. Cherry said the
trailer, which is owned by Jim
Rambo and occupied by Alan
Dean, sustained map! damage
The cause has not been
determined.
• Just 10 minutes later, lire-

fighters responded to a grass and
rubbage fire near the intersection
of Ky. 94 W. and Thurman Road.
Approximately a half acre
burned. Nine men and two trucks
responded.
Friday afternoon, the field fires
began again.
IN At 12:30 p.m. approximately
four acres of a wooded area owned by Dalton Warren burned near
Almo Heights.
I• Within an hour, firefighters
were called to another field fire
on U.S. 641 S , approximately
two miles snug' of Murray. Two
acres of land owned by Carl
Huefteman, burned. Three trucks
and 12 men responded.
• A field near the railroad

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll

•
753-4347
302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

tracks in Dexter caught fire
around 7- 30 pm. Friday. Approximately one acre burned Two
trucks and eight men responded
•One truck and two men were
called to Norsworthy Road near
Kirksey after a large, round bail
of hay was placed in the road and
set on fire around 9 p.m. Friday.
Saturday afternoon proved to
be as hectic as Friday when firefighters again responded to hack to-back calls.
•At 2 p.m. a workshop, owned by Eugene Manning, was
reported on fire. The structure,
located one mile north of Kirksey
on Ky. 299, was completely
engulfed when firefighters
arrived. Cherry said it was a total
loss.
Four trucks and 19 men
responded to the call. CCFR was
assisted by West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative.
• A large field fire was
reported at 3:30 p.m. southwest
of Lynn Grove on Luther-Scruggs
Road. Cherry said more than 100

FROM PAGE 1
cred 51 million in wasteful
spending The office had not been
audited by the state in IS years.
*Audits of the Taylor County
Sheriff's Office and Monroe
County Clerk's Office uncovered
problems such as the loss of
thousands of dollars and fraudulent documentation.
"Most people are realizing that
counties are small and the CPA's
are in need of some support."
Wayne said. "What the auditor's
office is saying is that it will
bring support in and take a look."
Although the statewide organization of county clerks has
endorsed the hill, strong opposition is corning from the CPA

organizations, he said.
"They feel it will take business
away from them," Wayne said.
"They shouldn't have any fears at
all. I think they need to understand that the CPA firm will be
brought hack after the audit.
"Private CPA firms, because
they perform audits of local officials only occasionally, often lack
the knowledge and expertise of
the State Auditor's Office staff,
which has an entire division of
auditors who work only on audits
of county officials." Wayne said.
Another advantage of a slate
audit is that statutory' tools such
as surprise cash counts and subpoenas are available.
Chandler said the audit of
Rushing's office was the first

time that his office's subpoena
power was used
Under existing law, the state
auditor has the right to allow
county officials to hire local
accounting firms to review their
records
Under the proposed law, the
state would conduct one out of
four of those audits

said its chairman, Larry
Leatherman.
"The Speed School is a very
valuable resource. I would hair to
see any signal coming from the
governor that it's going to be
diminished in any way, vis-a-vis
UK," he said.
Most of the state's manufacturing businesses are in the Louisville area and a top engineering
school needs to be nearby, Leath-

erman said.
The chairmen of the House and
Senate budget committees, Rep.
Marshall Long and Sen. Mike
Moloney. said they've horn lobbied on the issue. Neither would
Lake a position or predict the
outcome.

FROM PAGE 1
second-class status.
"If this scenario is allowed to
unfold, it would be a disastrous
blow to Jefferson County's economic development strategy, in
which Speed School plays a central role, and to U of L," Swain

acres burned. The land owner and
cause of the blaze are unknown at
this time, Cherry said. The Kentucky Department of Forestry
assisted.

wrote.

The Louisville Area Chamber
of Commerce agrees with Swain,
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The bill as expected to go
before the House State Government Committee Thursday.

•U of L...

•Trial...
Return With Us to
Yesteryear...
OLD TIME SERVICE,
OLD TIME PRICES,
(And Even a Boss That's
Showing Signs of Age!)

"I think the CPAs need to
understand that this can improve
their work and allow diem to
grow as professionals," Wayne
said "This will also protect taxpayers' money "

FROM PAGE 1
trial of Michael F. Griffin, 32, an
anti-abortion activist and Christian fundamentalist.
Griffin is charged with the
First-degree murder of Dr. David
Gunn, 47, who was shot three
times in the back as he arrived
for work at Pensacola Women's
Medical Services. The prosecution is seeking the death penalty.
Circuit Judge John Parnham
ordered that jurors be sequestered
throughout the trial. Prospective
Jurors' identities will be kept secret, and each will be questioned
in private on matters related to
abortion.

FROM PAGE 1
the states takeover, at Boysen's
instigation, of the school system
in Floyd County, his home.
Stumbo insisted the bill was
not aimed at Boysen personally:
he said legislative confirmation
was appropriate because education is the General Assembly's
responsibility.
Karem said the bill embodies
an issue that "transcends Tom
Boysen." If a prospective commissioner could not be guaranteed more than a two-year con-

trac.i, "you just absolutely put
yourself in an untenable position." Karem said.
None of the Education Committee's 11 members said they
supported the bill — some
declined comment because they
did not want to antagonize Slum ho — but not all disagreed with
the concept.
Because the legislature must
fund public education, "it's not
out of line to have some say in
the overall process" of selecting
the person to run the system, said
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow.

Something Old,

I-926-112/

"I've gotten some letters from
the business community in Louisville saying you ought not do that
(give extra money to UK) unless
you give U of L the same." said
Moloney, D-Lexington.
Long, 13-Shelbyville, sounded
sympathetic toward Louisville.
"I don't think we've got the
money for a world-class engineering school, and until we do,
we need to help both schools as
much as we can."
There has also been discussion
of establishing some type of engineering school in western
Kentucky.
A state task force impaneled
by Jones last year and charged
with streamlining higher education recommended that UK's
engineenng school he upgraded
to rate among the nation's best.
Swain, who was a member of the
task force, disagreed.
Jones has not changed his mind
about the need to develop a toplevel engineering school at UK,
said Kevin Hahle, secretary of
the governor's Cabinet. And
Jones has not proposed giving
less money to the Speed School
than it has received in previous
years. Hable said.
Louisville Democrat Gerald
Neal, vice chairman of the Senate
budget committee, said the governor's plan is shortsighted. "We
shouldn't take steps to enhance
one school at the diminution of
the other."
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There's something new to remember. From now on, when you make long
distance calls to telephone numbers within Kentucky's 502 area code, dial
0 or 1 + 502 and then the number you're calling.*
The nation's continued telecommunications growth has created a shortage
of telephone numbers. By dialing the appropriate area code on a// long distance
calls, numbers are freed up for new business and residential customers.
If you have long distance numbers within the 502 area code on any programmed services or equipment like Speed Calling, Call Forwarding, modems, or
even a FAX machine, now's the time to reprogram them. Effective April 2,
1994, dialing the area code will be necessary to complete long distance calls
to telephone numbers within the 502 area.
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fiery. in which police say Fisher
pretended to have a gun, would
he his third strike if he us eoncted next month. No one was
hurt dunng the robbenes.
The second-degree robbery
charge against the 35-year-old
Fisher of Bellingham is on a list
of more than 40 violent and nonviolent Crimes that qualify under
Use law.
Snohomish County Prosecutor
Seth Dawson said he supports the
law even though it goes against
his hest instincts in some cases,
including Fisher's.

No one made me king.
Dawson said "The public has
overwhelmingly said he should
do life if he's convicted, and
we're not going to go around
that"
As nationwide anxiety rises
over crime, three strikes laws
embrace a simple concept with
popular appeal
But possible life sentences for
petty criminals are not what
many supporters wanted Opponents also warn that criminals
could be reluctant 10 plead guilty
in plea bargaining if a life term

hung user their heads. increasing
the number of trials -- and the
cost. Others say already (netcrowded prisons don't have the
space for more lifers.
The concerns could shape similar proposals in other states and
on the federal level.
"We don't want to turn the
prisons into geriatric Mails long
after the individual has CCJWki to
be a danger to the community at
large," said House Speaker Thomas Foley. "We ought to be
cracking ‘lown hard on violent
crime '

1994
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has its snags

'law
s first'
'
Nation
three strikes
SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) —
Larry Fisher is charged with stealing $151 from a sandwich store.
He could get life in prison if
cons icted.
The possible sentence is the
result of the nation's first three
strikes-you're-out law, passed by
76 percent of voters in
November.
They may not have envisioned
Fisher's case.
In two earlier robberies, he
stole $390 front his grandfather
and less than 5100 from a pizza
shop. The sandwich-store rob-

MONDAY FEBRUARY 21

I he Ds [hos rat hops's t oflgres,
addresses such concerns as it
considers whether to keep a federal three strikes provision in a
Senate anti-srime package President Clinton backs the measure
but has warned against making it
too broad
Debates aside, the three strikes
soncept is gaining momentum
A second Washington state
case also raises questions, like
whether juvenile offenses and
crimes committed in other sines

should qualify as "strikes "
Michael Elton Johnson of
Reardan was convicted of rape in
Montana in 1976 when he was
17. In 1950, he was convicted in
Washington of second-degree
burglary and second-degree
attempted rape.
His lawyer, John Troberg,
plans to argue at an April 6 seritensing hearing that Johnson
shouldn't fall under the three
strikes law, primarily because he
was a juvenile when convicted of
rape and Montana and Washington have diflerent legal standards.

Balanced budget amendment may not have needed support
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
proposed constitutional amendment requiring a balanced federal
budget has enough support to
ensure a Senate vote but not
necessarily the two-thirds maionty needed for passage, the measure's chief sponsor says.
"We have 60 votes to block a
Filibuster; I don't know that we
have the 67 votes to pass it,"
Sen. Paul Simon, D-III, said

Clementine
spacecraft in
lunar orbit
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Clementine 1 flew into lunar
orbit to start work on its mission
of moon mapping and testing of
military equipment.
The 6-foot, 933-pound spacecraft went into an elliptical orbit
at about noon Saturday, said
Defense Department spokesman
M3,f0f Amc Owens.
Clementine had been in a circular orbit around Earth since it
was launched Jan. 25. The $75
million craft will map the moon
and fly past an asteroid on its
seven-month mission to test
advanced sensors meant to detect
and track missiles and other
lightweight spacecraft
components.
The lunar mapping portion is
the first moon mission in more
than 20 years.
The five miniature "Star
Wars" sensors will be tested by
targeting the Earth, moon, the
asteroid Geographos and a separate device called the Interstage
Adapter that was launched with
Clementine.
The encounters with the moon
and Geographos also will generate scientific data for use by
civilian scientists.
"Everything went extremely
well and everything is working
extremely well," Owens said.

F'eace talks
egin with
/In Ian rebels

i
•11.

SA. CRISTOBAL DE LAS
CASAS, Mexico (AP) — Indian
rebels demanding sweeping political and economic change in
Mexico emerged from their
jungle hideouts to meet the government in peace talks today.
The rebels arrived Sunday in
the city near the Guatemalan border where their uprising started
New Year's Day, and spent the
night in the 16th century Roman
Catholic cathedral where the talks
will be held.
Rebel leaders said they will not
heed government calls to lay
down their arms until their
demands for housing, land, food,
health care and education arc
met.
Several thousand rebels, calling themselves the Zapatista
National Liberation Army, seized
San Cristobal and other towns in
Mexico's southernmost state of
Chiapas on Jan. I, claiming to
represent the region's impoverished and long-neglected Mayan
Indians.
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Sunday.
But with a showdown debate
scheduled to begin as early as
Tuesday, Simon also questioned
whether iapponents, led by Senate
appropriations Committee Chair-

man Robert C. Byrd, D- W.Va.,
had the votes to defeat it.
"I don't think Robert Byrd has
34 votes to stop it," Simon said
on NBC's "Meet the Press."
An Associated Press survey: of

the Senate's 100 members last
week showed 60 of them saying
they support or would probably
support the amendment. Twentyseven said they would reject or
were leaning against it Twelve

senators said they were undecided. Only Sen Ted Stevens, R Alaska, refused to aniwer the
survey.
The amendment would require
balanced lederal budgets begin -

fling in the year 201)1 unless
three-fifths of the House and
Senate voted to allow a deficit. It
fell one vote short of passage,
66-34, the last time the Senate
debated it in 1956.

Did you know a newborn
baby willturn to its
parents'voices...
even in a crowd?

Presenting Bright Beginnings, afree programfor expectant
parents.

Yes!
I want Bright Beginnings for my baby

your
If you're like most expectant parents, you have a number of questions about
pregnancy, your health, your baby's health and more Brigbt Deem:dogs is a FREE
big-event
educational program that gives you the information you need to prepare for the
life.
baby's
your
of
years
first
the
and
Brigbt
In addition to a series of informative newsletters, delivered to your home.
Begitneings offers:

-Your choice of a candlelight dinner for Mom & Dad or a fruit
basket.
-A free book titled "Pregnancy. Childbirth & Beyond".
-A free early pregnancy class.
-Invitations to the pregnancy class reunions-- a time to share
your child's growth & development

allows you to
Brigbt Begbeatings also offers the convenience of a pre-payment plan which
a joyous time. It
budget your hospital stay in advance, eliminating financial worries at such
you qualify for the pre-payment plan, youwill receive-

-A 100/0 discount on your portion of the bill.
-A diaper bag with a blanket for baby and a scrub shirt for Dad-and if he brings it to the hospital, we'll even stamp your baby's
footprints on it!
-A special Bright Beginnings package offered by local merchants
which includes free crib shoes, meals, diapers, dental exam,
and much more!

Brightfutures start with

Mom's name:
Address:
St.ite

Daytime phone:
Physician's name

, Check one:
tOPlanning a healthy Pregnancy
lOPregnancy: due date:
1 0Parenting(newborn to age 3)
Child's birth date:
Child's physician:
I L---1Please see if I qualify for the Prepayment Plan.
I Mail to:

Bright Beginnings
e
e

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030, Paris, IN 38242

innmgs
d'-war..riA4

Dedicated to providing you & your baby the best in personalized,
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0111GYN
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M.D.
Pediatrician
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Media scrutiny
deters very few
in Washington
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

'
?1

Juveniles know right from wrong

Managing Editor

WASHINGTON (AP) — It's a wonderful alibi and many people
believe it, hut its mostly myth. There is no solid evidence
media scrutiny keeps peope from seeking or accepting top,jpI in
Washington.
The days are long past when it took a "congressional candidate
wanted" ad to get a Richard Nixon interested in running. The waiting list for good positions inside the Beltway stretches across the
country. There is no shortage of people willing to serve.
The issue comes up because of retired Adm. Bobby Ray Inman.
He got out of the kitchen, citing the heat. He accused the press of
making him the victim of "modem McCarthyism," even though
most neutral observers thought most of the press had done a swoon
when President Clinton picked him to run the Pentagon.
Inman got caught in the swirl of Nannygate, which had its roots
earlier in the Clinton epoch when Zoe Baird took herself out of the
running for attorney general because she hadn't paid Social Security taxes for household help.
The idea of a press that will smear to sell gets daily reinforcement on talk shows, on entertainment programs and, strangely
enough, in seemingly self-hating media.
No wonder that a poll earlier this month by .the Times Mirror
Center for People of the Press found that by a 2-to-1 margin the
public feels press coverage these days "discourages qualified people from serving in public life."
It ain't necessarily so.
A few potential appointees to high-flown government jobs were
asked whether press scrutiny scared them off. In every case, there
were other reasons.
Since the start of 1993, 19 Democrats and 16 Republicans in
Congress announced that they were retiring or seeking other office.
Undoubtedly there will be many more by the time the November
election comes around.
Have they frothed and seethed about their treatment in the press?
Only one so far.
Rep. Alex McMillan, a five-term Republican from North Carolina — blames "an increasingly voyeuristic media that seeks to
shock and infuriate rather than inform the public... with emphasis.
on scandal and expose ... reducing complex issues of the day to a
headline or a sound bite."
That is balanced by Rep. Al Swift, a Washington state Democrat
leaving after eight terms. "In the 16 years I've been around. I have
personally little to complain about on news coverage," he said in
an interview. Swift is leaving because he promised to in 1991 in
order to make himself less suspect in his opposition to term limits.
In fact, most of the usual excuses for?not running again don't
wash with Swift.
"I'm getung irritated at those who are retiring from the institution and leaving by savaging it," he said. '"They can't get anything done, the leadership won't help.' I find a lot of self-serving in
that. They blame the institution when it's really their inability to
achieve something."
C. Boydon Gray, whose job as the president's counsel included
approving every nomination coming from the White House, said a
lot more than press scrutiny goes into a decision - not to serve.
"It's having to deal with conflicts of interest, forcing divestiture,
having to take a financial penalty up front when you go into public
service," he says.
"It's inconvenient to do this. Setting up a blind trust is expensive. You fear losing control of what you have, whether it's large
or small. And then to have the FBI calling all over your neighborhood, checking your background, interrogating friends and
neighbors."
Gray said he knows of people who are tempted by public service
but won't put up with the disruption necessary to get confirmed.
Former Rep. Matthew McHugh, now counselor to the president
of the World Bank, said he abandoned a long congressional career
because he found he could not get enough done, but not because of
press pressure.
However, he said, the press covering Congress has a pack mentality, driven by competitive pressure.
The competition "tends to put a premium on running with headlines, before one has a chance to flesh out details," said the New
York Democrat. "That leads to more sensational stories. As a general rulc. I found the press on a personal basis reasonable and fair
to deal with."

GUEST EDITORIAL
Feb, 13. Star Tribune. Minneapolis, on the Clinton
budget:
If you grade President Clinton's fiscal 1995 budget against those of
the Reagan and Bush administrations, it deserves an A+ rating. Unlike
the Reagabush budgets — whose numbers were cooked to mush —
Clinton's budget is honest, makes slow progress toward deficit reduction and succeeds at modest resource reallocation. This is the highest
quality budget offered to Congress in at least a decade and a half, put
together in the face of incredibly harsh fiscal and political pressures.
But if Clinton's budget is judged solely against the nation's needs,
it deserves at most a sturdy "C" Perhaps it was the best Clinton
'could do, but it was much less than the nation needs. ...
Hemmed in as he was by defense spending and entitlements, Clinton did a fairly reasonable job of reordering pnorities. By trimming
here to invest there, he was able to boost spending for Head Start.
children's immunization. drug treatment and prevention, public works.
and education and training programs His shifts rightly emphasize
investment over consumption, a change that required the courage to
kill beloved but outmoded programs

Ii seems lately more and more
juveniles are being arrested for
Various Crimes. While the fact
that youngsters are committing
more crimes is distressing, I am
also concerned with what type of
precedent our judicial system is
setting.
By law, the media have access
to arrest reports. However, if the
offender is under 18, the name
and all vital information are
blacked out on the citation.
Only the age, hometown and
offense are listed.
While I would argue against
withholding the names of juve•
nile offenders, there is another
matter to consider. The public
knows if a juvenile commits a
crime. The public does not know
what happens to that juvenile
once he or she enters the court
system.
All juvenile records are confidential. Juvenile court is closed.
There is absolutely no way the
media can gain access to that
information, according to the law.
The quagmire created by this
system is that juvenile offenders
are completely insulated from the
public. If no one knows who did
what or what happens to whom,
then what type of deterrent is
that?
If a 15-year-old is arrested for
shoplifting a VCR, what type of
penalty is handed down?

furthermore, the person or
business who was the victim in a
juvenile case is not allowed to
know what happens in juvenile

CROOKED LINES

Court.

Stacey Crook
Ledger & 'limes Staff Writer
Furthermore, I am quite sure a
I5-year-old is fully aware that
stealing is against the law. There
are signs posted in most stores
that indicate shoplifters will be
prosecuted. I hope a I5-year-old
can read and comprehend that
warning.
If not, that child needs more
help than most.
In addition, if a 17-year-old
heats another kid within an inch
of his life, I'm sure that 17-yearold recognizes that his act is in
violation of the law.
However, that kid is protected
by the same law he broke.
Ironic, huh?
l_think if someone breaks the
law, regardless of age, he or she
should face the public like everyone else.
Keeping the names of juvenile
offenders confidential doesn't do
anyone any good.
First, the child will never
understand the gravity of the situation. He or she will walk around
in a cocoon until age 18. If that
person is not reformed after the

One of the mainstays of the
United States court system is the
right of the accused to face his or
her accuser. If no one is allowed
into the courtroom, then the juvenile is denied that right.
first occurrence (which we, the
Perhaps it is time Americans
public, do not know because we
do not know what type of punish- changed their way of thinking.
Considering the fact that more
ment was handed down), then
statistics indicate he or she will and more juveniles are involved
in criminal activity, especially
continue to break the law.
violent crime, it may be time to
Second, the public's right to
know is limited because of these open juvenile court and show
these young offenders what the
confidentiality codes.
real world is like.
From a reporter's standpoint, it
would be nice to have access to
Besides, the argument that
the outcome of a juvenile's case these kids may not have known
for several reasons.
their acts were wrong just doesn't
float.
For instance, there are some
juveniles who are found not guilReally, most kids I run into
ty. Even if the public does not know more about what goes on
know who committed the act via than I do. They watch television.
the media, in a• small town like There are plenty of cop shows
Murray many people will have_ which delineate the had guys
heard about the incident through from the good guys.
the grapevine.
These kids know right from
It is only fair to the accused to
wrong: they just choose to ignore
let the public know that he or she
it because they know they will
was found not guilty.
get thrown into a system which
In addition, there are instances
protects thertl.
when charges are amended or
It is time t6 stop protecting and
even dropped. In fairness to the start prosecuting. If juveniles
offender, the victim and the publ- don't learn basic rules of society
ic, I think that information should
in the home, then let's teach them
be public record.
in the courts.
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Specialty plates can be a pain
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Before Game Boy and Walk mans, parents on long car trips
might try to soothe the savage
beasts in the hack seat with spelling games, or counting license
plates.
It may be just as well that's a
thing of the past: a kid would
need a directory these days just
to keep up with the different
Kentucky plates that are whizzing
by.
Kentuckians take their license
plates personally — or at least
the 14,207 who have personalized
plates. Another 2,281 use license
plates to sport their university
colors. Another 1,988 proudly
proclaim themselves volunteer
firelighters. There are 463 amateur radio huffs, 1,383 who want
people to know they have the
Purple Heart, 2,269 who wear
their membership in the National
Guard on their sleeve and hack
bumper.
There are two dozen different
kinds of specialty license plates
in Kentucky, not counting the
differences in the groups like the
separate universities and different
civic events from the Derby Festival to the State Fair
Three more groups would get
their own plates if legislation
passes during this General
.Assenthly
The rest of us have to make do
%soh the basic twin spires. galloping horses. Bluegrass State and

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
ounty name. Cluttered, but
-omfortable.
Ii wasn't always that way. Not
too many years ago, everyone
had the same white-on-blue or
blue-on-white, standard-issue
license plate.
The proliferation of plates is
quite confusing for the Transportation Cabinet, some county
clerks, even customers. And it
might even he expensive for
ordinary taxpayers.
The cabinet estimates it costs
535,000 in computer programming, production costs and other
matters to produce a specialty
plate. They usually carry a 525
additional lee and that means the
state needs to sell about 1.2011 of
them to break even Only nine of
the 24 surpass that mark
But the plates are popular
among legislators. Much more so.
sometimes, than the Transporu•
tion Cabinet
Most of the lulls require SOO
people to sign up before a new
plate will he produced. apparent
ly bated no the assumption that is
a break even point Hui only I

of the 24 haven't reached even
that threshold.
"We're not going to make any
money at 500," said Larry
Moore, director of motor vehicle
licensing. "I don't know what
that's based on."
Rep. Hubert Collins, DWittensville, the sponsor of a bill
to make a special plate for the
Marine Corps League, which
only has about 500 members in
the entire state now, said he
doesn't believe the cabinet
"I think that's very much
inflated." Collins said "We
claim it will he a moneymaking
process. Maybe not now. but
eventually"
Other hills this year would cre.
ate new plates for winners of the
silver or bronze star and for
retired military personnel
Rep Clayton Little. the Virg'sDemocrat who is the veteran
chairman of the House Transpor
moon Cornatitsee, said he has had
a change of heart on spy's
plates
"Once epos a time, I saal I
illidn•t *ant ins %Pry 111 lisense

plates," Little said.
"But then you get the Purple
Hearts. Can you have a heart and
not want one for a Purple
Heart?" Little continued. "As an
elected person, it's a little hard to
he against."
Some make money in the deal.
though not much. The universities get $5 from each one oi
theirs sold without having to
spend a penny. Last year, though.
the eight of them got onls
S4,9)0.
Daviess County Clerk Mike
Lihs said the plethora of plates
can he a pain, especially in smaller courthouses with little storage
space.
"They don't bother me that
much," Lihs said.
He said the owners of specialty
plates can get a nasty surprise
when they sell a car. The plate
goes with the car.
The cabinet would like the
General Assembly to authorize
new haw background for specialty plates that could then have
a unique sticker slapped on for
each group
legislators are loath to offend
It's a liolc thing, in the big
scheme and Masons, armed fortes reservists. survis Ms of Pearl
Ilartww and handicapped veterans
are happy
"They're all little do.gond
bills.— little said "Politic%
hiring what it is. everstostv likes
to make loin,- I'. lumpy
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AARP meeting on Tuesday
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Murray-Kentucky Lake Chapter ot American Association of
Retired Persons will meet Tuesday. Feb. 22, at noon at Holiday
Inn AMita Whetter of Madisonville. District 1 AARP Director,
will be the guest speaker and install the officers for 1994. A hoard
meeting will be at 11 a.m. prior to the regular meeting. All members and interested persons are invited to attend, according to Manc.! Vinson, chapter president.
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Chemical Society plans meeting
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Kentucky Lake Section of American Chemical Society will meet
Tuesday, Feb. 22, at The Hearth Restaurant, Martin, Tenn. "1 Sec
You' will he the subject of the program by Dr. Paul E. RIAU, professor emeritius, University of Missouri at Kansas City. Social hour
skill be at 530 p.m. dinner at 615 p.m., business meeting at 7:10
p.m. and speaker at 8 p.m. Reservations for the dinner should be
made by today (Monday) by calling Chemistry Department Secretary, Murray State, 762-2587.
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VFW Groups will meet Tuesday
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Herman Eddie Roberts Jr. Post of Veterans of Foreign Wars and
Ladies Auxiliary will meet Tuesday, Feb. 22, at 7 p.m. at National
Guard Armory, Coldwater Road. Highway 121 Nort, The Auxiliary
sill be electing delegates to the district meeting.

Belinda Anne Williams and
David N. Bailey to marry

Singles (SOS) will - meet Tuesday

from
ignore

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will Tuesday. Feb. 22, at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "The Little Engine That
Could," a motivational, get-up and get-with-it program, will be presented by Dennis Hcskett, speaker. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 751-0224, or 1 inda. 417-4414.
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Bridge planned Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
Feb. 23, at noon at the club. For reservations or cancellations call
Eva Morris at 753-8584.

Lutherans plan special events
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a special Lenten service on
Wednesday. Feb. 23. A soup supper will be served from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m., followed by a Lenten service at 7 p.m. The Rev. David
Riley, pastor, will speak about "The Hands of Christ." The public
is invited to attend.

Zetas to meet early on Thursday
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thmursday. Feb. 24, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Jo Benson of Community
Improvement Volunteers will present the program, "Community
Pride." Members are asked to note the time of 1 p.m. because of
"Raise the Roof" event that evening. Hostesses will be Thelma
Bailey, Neva Grey Allbritten, Katie Outland and Pauline McCoy.

'Raise the Roof' tickets on sale
Tickets for the "Raise the Roof" gala program are now on sale
by members of the Murray Woman's Club, sponsoring organization
For the special evening of entertainment planned Thursday, Feb. 24,
at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center ballroom, Murray State University.
Tickets at S20 per person are available at D.K. Kelly Ladies
Apparel, Selections Bridal Registry and Gifts, from club members,
Janet Wallis, 489-2186, and Martha Andrus, 753-8808. Tickets also
are being sold for SIO on a cash prize of S5(XI with person not
required to be present. Robert Valentine will be emcee for the dinner and roast featuring Walter Apperson, Peggy Billington and Dr.
Robert McGaughey. The public is invited to attend.

Garden Card Party on March 3

e:.

The annual Benefit Luncheon and Card Party of Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will be Thursday, March 3, at noon
at the club house. Bridge, canasta, pinochle, etc., will be played
with prizes awarded to the highest score at each table. Proceeds
from this luncheon go toward MSU Agriculture Scholarship Fund.
Reservations may be made by calling Eva Morris at 753-I3584.

Volunteers needed
Campus Connection Volunteer Center is now recruiting Murray
State University students to work at Southwest Calloway Elementary School. Volunteers are needed for a half hour to an hour at a
time during regular school days. This will be to assist students in
math, reading, special education, IBM computers, and library
usage. Some may also work with gifted students. For more information, contact Campus Connection at 762-6117.
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Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday. Feb. 23, at
5 15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all
interested persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all
walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
— compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no ducs, no lees, no weigh-ins
and no diets.
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Matthew Patrick
Walker is born

Mike
plates
smalltorage

Boyd and Cida Walker of 1532
Beckett St., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Matthew Patrick
Walker, born on Wednesday,
Feb 16, 31 8 a m at Murray
Calloway County Hospital
The baby weighed eight
pounds five ounces and 'measured
20 inches He has two brothers.
William Boyd Walker Jr and
Phillip Edward Walkeir.
Grandparents are Dw and Mrs
Ric hard F Walker of Moms and
Cr and Ste haus, Wits of
Braid.
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Williams-Bailey vows
will be said March 19
Mr. and Mrs. Earl B. Williams of Mansfield. Term., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Belinda
Anne Williams, to David N. Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gene N.
Bailey of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Nannie,Pullen and the
late William Pullen of Mansfield and of Mrs. Linen Williams and the
late Freeman Williams of Buchanan, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Lillian Ferguson and the
late Blanco Ferguson of Murray and of the late Mr. arid Mrs. Lonian
Batley of New Concord.
Miss Williams is a 1988 graduato of Henry County High School.
She graduated with honors from Murray State University in May of
1993 with a bachelor's degree in biology.
Mr. Bailey is a 1981 graduate of Murray High School. He graduated
in 1993 from Murray State University with a degree in horticulture.
He is currently self-employed and owner of Safari Lawn Care and
Landscaping.
The couple will be married on Saturday, March 19, at 3 p.m. at
Mansfield Baptist Church, Mansfield, Tenn. Music will begin at 2:30
p.m.
A reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-

Special brochure
on arthritis and
stress available
ATLANTA (AP) — People
with arthritis can benefit from
learning to cope with stress in a
positive way, according to the
Arthritis Foundation.
Too much stress can make it
harder for people with arthritis to
face the additional challenges
posed by their disease. By learning to cope with stress, however,
people with arthritis can reduce
their pain, feel healthier and deal
more effectively with the disease,
the foundation says.
For more information about
stress and arthritis or to request a
free copy of a brochure on coping
with stress, contact your local
Arthritis Foundation chapter or
write to the Arthritis Foundation
at P.O. Box 19000, Atlanta, Ga.
10326.
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Newborn admission
Hardy baby girl. parents Debra and
Steve 587 Hardy Rd , Cadiz
Dismissals
Miss Michelle Hopkins RI 10 Box
140 Benton, Miss Merle J Turner,
100 Fox Meadows F-12. Murray Miss
Nicole M Steiner. 1501 Beckett Dr ,
,
Mu"
Mrasy 'Joy Meade and baby boy 404
North Sixth - St . Murray: Miss Melissa
Ann Joyce, P 0 Box 1206, Calvert
City
William Satterwhite, Pt 1, Box 91
Al Murray Mrs Jessie Lee Thompson Pt 2. Box 115, Hickory: S J
Waters, Rt I, Box 97, Sedalia.
Joe David Phillips, RI 1 Box 146B.
Almo Bobby Joel Henson 61 Darnell
Cemetery Ln . Benton, Mrs Lorraine
S Adams, 1632 West Olive, Murray.
Mrs Annabelle Stone. 800 Hurt Dr ,
Murray Miss Lorene Mayberry 1085
Cunningham Ln , Cadiz, Mrs Virginia
C Ellis, 210 North 12th St Murray
Expiration
Cecil S Henson. RI 8, Box 134B,
Benton

113

Bingo,7 p m 'Knights of Columbus
building
.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky #14
p m /First Presbyterian
meeting
Church Inftx759-9964.
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church/ 30 a m
Parents
Int en3t0
sAnonymous/6 p m .
Hazel Center,open 10 a m -2 pm 'for
senior citizens activities
Dexter Centorsemor activities"? 30
am
Weeks Centeropen 8 a m -4 pm !for
senior citizens' activities
Grace Baptist Church events include
Directory Photographing,'M 30 p m

Final Clearance

S•A•Iii•E
Ladies Dress &
Casual Shoes

73)
0

$41.99

pair
Factory Discount A.
Shoes

431,

4
0

100 B. ilth Si.

713.24 19

I
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Lecture will
be Feb. 24
A special lecture by John Clark
of Belton. Mo., will be Thursday,
Feb. 24, at 7:30 p.m. in the Barkley Room of Curtis Center, Murray State University.
"Evolution or Creation,
Another Look At the Evidence"
will he the subject of the special
lecture. Clark is an evangelist Of
Hickman Mills Church of Christ,
Kansas City, Mo.
During his lecture, Clark said
he will define what he considers
the real issues involved; the
nature and limits of science and a
critique of predominant areas of
evidence set forth by
evolutiOnists.
Clark says "that he has no illusions of successfully swaying
everyone with his presentation.
I'd be foolish to think that with a
couple of quick arguments I'd be
able to blow something away.
But that's not my goal. I want to
make people think."
Clark's visit to Murray is being
sponsored by West Murray
Church of Christ who encourages
everyone to attend this special
study on "Evolution." A question
session will follow the lecture.
For more information call
753-4935
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We are pleased to
announce that Belinda
4 Williams, bride elect
David Bailey. has
selected her decorative
4 accessories from our
0 wilts of distinction from
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Toothily, Feb. 22
Executive Committee of Murray
Christian Womenis Clubill 30
a m !home of Katherine Ray
Scottish Country Dancing 7
p m .Fellowship Halt of First Presbyte
nan Church Into 753-6460
LIFT ol Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church'I pm ,.home of Doi
othy Jennings
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Mission Group-2 pm
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers Day Out(9 am and 3 p m
First Christian Church events include
Prayer for youth in parlor '7 a m and
Reunion Group.,8 am
First United Methodist Church events
include Trustees.noon at Pagliai s
Calloway County Junior Varsity and
Varsity Boys Basketball teams host
Lyon County,6 pm
Murray High School Junior Varsity
and Varsity Basketball team play at
Hickman County.6 p m
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer.,5 15 pm
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meebngi8 pm /American Legion Hall.
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray
Social Security representative/10 30
a m -12 30 p m /Calloway County
Public Library
Faculty Scholarship Benefit Recitalli
p m .F afro!' Recital Hail Doyle Fine
Arts Center Murray State Admission
$5 per person
Mather West Kentucky Museum.'
open 8 30 a m to 12 30 p m and 130
to 4 30 p m

JCPENNEY STYLING SALON

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 04'
0 4
-a
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Doss Your Newt Good

tal or Thursday, Feb. 17, have
been released as follows:

Monday, Feb. 21
Calloway County Republican Party 7
p m Calloway County Public Library
Agoraphobia Aniliety Panic Disorder Support Group/6 30 p m Si
John's Episcopal Church
into 753-1907 ask for Kathy
Diabetics Taking Control'6 30
pm Board Room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons 7 30 p m ,lodge hall
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Clubli 30 pm 'Seven Seas
for guest night
Star Trek Fan Ciutaq p m 'Canaway
County Public Library
Single Tool. 30 p m Iowa's Steak
House Infd- Celia 753-6078 Wynnona 753-7845 or Kay. 436-5000
Hazel Contikropon to am -2 pm for
senior citizens activities
Weaks Centecopen 8 am -4 pm for
senior citizens acovines
Murray Chapter ol Professional Secretaries Internationaf-5 30 pm .'Hotiday
Inn
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board/5 30 pm /Murray City Hall
Bingo,Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department,6 30 p m .'Water Valley
Community Center
Postoffices closed today in obser
vance of Presidents' Day
Calioway County Courthouse offices
closed today for Presidents' Day
Calloway County High School Junior
Varsity and Varsity Girls basketball
games at Fulton County/6 p m
Murray High School J V and Varsity
Boys basketball teams host Fulton
City .6 pm Senior Night and Pep Band
plays
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Youth
Celebration 7 p m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets..8 p m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers 1114 pm
Stan-Parish Relations Committee,4 30
pm . Adult Disciple Bible Study,6
pm Education Work Area?6 30 pm
First Christian Church events include
Pastors ClassI3 45 p m Boy Scout
Troop 77 at 6 30 p m
Board of Habitat for Humanity,noon
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting,'8 pm /American Legion Building. South Sixth and Maple Streets
Infoi753-8136 or 435-4314.
Comedy Jarn,7 30 pm /Curris Center
Stables, Murray State University
Wrather West Kentucky Museum'
open 8 30 a m to 12 30 p m and I 30
to 4 30 p m
Tuesdey, Feb. 22
Murray Lions Club..6 30 pm 'Murray
Woman's Club House
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twoso9 30
am and Story Hour,10 30 am
Health Express of Murray•Calloway
County Hospital'8 30-11 30 am and
12.30-3 pm - Calloway County Public
Library
Alzheimer's Di
Support
Group.+4 30 p rrr ,board room of
IMnfuotf7ay
62-Cloo
lloway County Hospital
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SPORTS
Comeback Kids

STEVE
PARKER

Racers clinch OVC
with rally at SEMO
By STEVE PARKER
Editor

&Alb
Officials
beat SEMO,
not Racers,
says coach
Sports Edlor

MURRAY STATE 96, SELIO 95
19/4.946, It 0041
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CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. —
Murray State clinched their sixth
Ohio Valley Conference championship in seven years Saturday
night in an unbelievable comeback at Southeast MISSOUEI.
Funny thing is, they didn't
have to clinch it, they could've
waited for Saturday's game with
Austin Pcay or the next game at
I .T- Martin.
So why the tremendous effort
that situation many times. When I
when they were down 18 with
4• 11 10 play? Why not pack it in
stepped up to the line, I told Marcus Brown, It's money. Put it in
and try again later?
the hank."
"That's not my team," Murray
"It's the greatest win since I've
State head coach Scott Edgar said
been here," senior Michael James
after winning his second title in
said from an emotional Racer
three years. "Guys like that
locker room. "I think it's the man
wouldn't be around me very
long."
upstairs and I thank Him. When
Four days after Kentucky
Marcus Jones hit his second free
fought hack from a 31-point defi- throw I said. There is- a God."
came
cit at LSU, Murray Sute
Murray State (20-4 overall,
hack from similar depths of 13-1 OVC) clinched the No. 1
despair to post a 96-95 win over seed in the upcoming OVC Tourthe Indians.
nament, as well as its 13th con"If you never give up," Edgar ference crown.
said, "miracles can happen."
It's a good het that few of their
With the Racers trailing 95-94 previous championships were
with :02 left, Racer senior Mar- won in the fashion that Saturcus Jones calmly sank two free day's game was.
throws to put Murray over the
In front of 6,600 fans at the
top. They held their breath while Show Mc Center, Southeast MisSEMO's length of the court pass souri (9-14, 4-10) caught fire in
and shot by Jermall Morgan hit the second half, turning a 44-44
off the back iron and a subse- halftime score into a blowout.
quent tip-in came after the With Curtis Shelton lighting up
buzzer.
from 3-point range and scoring
"To tell you the truth," said 18 of his team-high 21 points in
Jones, who scored a career-high
_
34 points, "I've thought about •See Page 7

A fierce rivalry is hieing built
between Murray State and Southeast Missouri on the basketball
Court.

ARK YOUNG Leoge, 0 T.'^es phvo

Murray State's William Moore battles Southeast Missouri's Pill Robinson as others look on in Saturday
night a OVC battle at the Show-Me Center. The Racers came from 18 down to beat SEMO and clinch the OVC
regular-season title.

Lady Racers fall
at SEMO,83-65

Temple
handles
Cards in
Orlando
1

MSU women
face mustwin situation

By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Writer
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — John
Chaney can thank Aaron McKie
for the victory and Rick Brunson
lor making him feel at home
again.
Temple's coach returned to the
bench Sunday from a one-game
suspension for making threatening comments to Massachusetts
coach John Calipari and helped
the 13th-ranked Owls stop No. 5
Louisville 68-53 at Orlando
Arena.
McKie scored 17 of his 19
points in the second half and
Temple (19-4) held Louisville to
one basket in the final six
minutes to win the second game
of the 7Up Shootout.
No. 19 California got 23 points
from Lamond Murray and 22
from Jason Kidd to beat No. 23
Cincinnati 89-80 in the opener.
Chaney, who said Saturday
that he wanted to put the incident
with Callow' behind him and lei
his future hahavior have the final
say on the matter, tried to play
down his return. He did, however, acknowledge that it felt good
to he hack on the job.
When Brunson got careless
with the ball in the final two
minutes, the coach took the
opportunity to show the side of
him that McKie said the players
missed when Chancy wasn't with
them for a victory at St
Bonaventure last Wednesday.
''The kids offered me a little
more incentive to feel pretty good
when they started to do things
that I didn't want them to do, so I
sould holler at 'cm again. Chaney
said

"Rscky lusted to front up I lse
he didn't know what 1 was talk
ing about in terms fig gssettealeng

home again
a linveowl to
tei Alm know that 1 was the boss
lie prohards thought that some I
was gone tor one game he was
soul 10 take over Rut that's new
so ''

the hall and I telt at
Thai I whs I sailed

By MARK YOUNG
Stall Writer
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO. —
Murray Slate's Lady Racers
aren't making it any easier on
themselves in their quest for the
Ohio Valley Conference
tournament.
The team, needing two more
conference wins to qualify for the
tournament, put themselves into
an even more dire situation Saturday night, dropping an 83-65
OVC contest at Southeast Missouri State.
The Lady Racers now stand at
6-17 overall and 2-12 in conference play and must now win their
two remaining conference games,
against Austin Pcay and
Tennessee-Martin, in order to
make the seven-team tournament
STEVE PARKERLAage, 0 T ,'es ono,o

Lady Racer Melissa Shelton, lett, tries to save an errant pass in Murray
State's loss at Southeast Missouri Saturday.

But before they will get the
chance to improve their conference record, the Lady Racers will

step out of league play to. host
Kentucky Wednesday night.
"We'd like to be taking our
energy and using it in a conference game; this Kentucky game
will come at a had time for us,"
first-year MSU coach Eddie
Fields said. "I don't care for a
non-conference game during the
conference season, and we won't
have a game like this next year.
We could he resting this week for
our next conference game
(against Austin Pcay Saturday at
home) hut instead we have to
worry about Kentucky. We've
got other goals right now"
The game was close in the
opening moments before SEMO
turned a narrow 8-6 lead into a
24-6 advantage after the first five
minutes. The Otahkians led by as
many as 20 points in the first
half, the last time at 47-27,
before Melissa Shelton banked in
a three-pointer just before the
bui/er to make it 47-30 at
halftime.
As has been the pattern in so
many of the Lady Racers' losses
this season, they put together a
comeback in the second half.

•See Page 7

New U.S. bobsleds prove to be a bust
By JOHN KEKIS
AP Sports Writer
LILLEHAMN1ER, Norway
(API — The U S bobsled team
learned an Olsmpic lesson. You
can't engineer espenence
Swiss star flustay Weder won
his second conses utise gold med
al in the tikii man e.ent SuniLis
the shins new Ro Dyn
sleds of Mc I oiled States in his

leaving

15 5

wake

Swit/erland also won Ilse silser

medal, lust live. hundredths ot
seiond behind, in the se.ond
,losesi finish in flIsmpi, Pwilss
kJding histors tuts look the
bionic
The Bo Ovn sleds, with 'man
frackseig front sisisli car tinsel

(wort Ilesinse. were designed los
IBM mad 11016en Conten, a este

Jr L. hr.'s builder from Oxford.
Conn They're shaped like an
arrowhead instead of the tradi
tional submarine, and also carry
more ballast than any other .led
ever made so that their weight
an he changed to adapt to dilfe
rent tracks.
Neither of the sleds came close
to ending the 1S•year U S nicdal
droughi in Olympic ho9sslc4ding
And yet one run
Brian
*ginner's sparkling third slide in
SA 2
provided hope He
,liwked the filth•fasiest time. just
la based %%Wet
"I'm piens pleased with
that," said Shane, of %vies.
Fla '1 kruiss there is potential
there that we need to tap into '
its

Mums
.
,and his heakentan Ran
Jones 111 Vit insion Salem

linish...d in a combined 3
minutes. 12 85 seconds for the
our runs That put them in 13th
place. more than two seconds
behind ‘,44 eder
Jim Herhench of Winchester,
lass . driving USA -1, and Chip

\C

Minton of Macon. Ga., were right
behind Shimcr in 14th, finishing
in

1 1111
'Well

the good news is we

retied
The bad
news is the 1 uropeans beat it by
heat

the

lose.

mote than we did.' Bodine said
"Realivii,ally we knew it would
be difficult
No 1 m sery harHe added
ps Fveniww thinks it s great that
its an Amer% an made bobsled
oso there tot the 18751 111116' In
Man seals
Ned...mak ...od the lash may

lie with the runners
ted kw
the bobsled hody, or with his
n dn.ing
''Maybe 1 was not letting the
sled run as much as I should have
and my hands were too heavy.he Said
"The sled is great,— Herherich
said "I lose the way it handles
and the way we can set it up on
dilterent tracks 1 can I say
enough about how good the sled
is Now its a matter ot finding
Use right set of runners and put'
Isno the c 4salnemi114 141 I,Ige;hit on
the right das
It woe t happen heir
- By dw end iff nest ataseill
we'll ha v e a lot of Omagh
suarghiesed away. t 1 S comb
Joey KsItuami said

Patterns have developed in the
three years that they've been meeting in Ohio Valley Conference
play. In most MSU-SEMO games,
the following happens: a close
game. physical play, Murray State
wins and Ron Shumate caps the
evening by chasing the officials out
of the building.
Saturday's sprint off the floor
may have been a personal best for
Southeast Missouri's expressive
coach
Within seconds after officials
waved off a late tip-in to cap Murray's 96-95 win. Shumate was on
the war path. He tracked the officials all the way to their locker
room
"I wasn't going to let them in
their locker room," said Shumate.
That comment, and many other
sin.lers, were made on his weekly
television show on KFVS-12 on
Sunday evening. He may have one
of the worst records in the league,
hut his 30-minute telecast may earn
OVC Show of the Year.
It's the highlight of most Sunday's, kicking back with some
chipse and soda. Uh, make that
"Hey, you've got to understand
that Southeast Missouri is never
going to get a call.- Shumate told
host Randy Ray. "If we're at Murray State or Tennessee State, are
we going to get a call? No. We
haven't got a call on the road in
1(10 years."
Shumate, taping the show shortly
after the game, made it crystal clear
that the officials decided the game.
He was particularly upset with the
foul that sent Murray's Marcus
Jones to the free throw line with
02 to win the game.
Shumate wasn't surprised that
the Racers got a favorable (but correct) call from the officials.
"Southeast Missouri's not going
to get those calls," he continued.
"We're not going to get a call
because we're the stepchild don't
bother the big guys (MSU and
TSU), don't put them in a
situation."
Southeast has been in the league
for three years and they have three
more seasons to play before being
eligible for the NCAA Tournament.
Shumate has made it clear on several occasions that his team is not
on a level playing ground.
(What, Don Behee didn't tell
him the stipulations when they
decided to jump from Division 11 to
Division 1?)
"We're Southeast Missouri,
we're nobody. OK. We're the stepchild in the OVC. (Demonstrative)
We're not even in the OVC.(Really demonstrative) We're not even
IN the °VC! Forget the OVC and
let's go from there."
Coach Shumate, Commissioner
Beetle's on line I
Of course Saturday night's officials got the best of Shumate's
tirade.
"Like I've said before, these
guys 1/etwas) are one step below
Jesus Christ," he explained while
Ray- waned for the bolt of lightning. "Everybody's in the gym or
in the fieldhouse to come see those
guys. They sit in their dressing
Mom and wrap their bellies 60 they
look good
"You let the players decide the
game On Saturday night at Southeast Missouri against Murray State,
they (officials( decided the game
They wanted the headlines They
&sided the game because they
wanted everybody to look at them."
Coals Shumate Commissumer
Beebe's soli &Wing
"I hope the officials are watching
.
tito.
: liss
kno
c,ri
won't
tilts ji
ketr,l oknow
hecaust they're going hail to Mod
monthly
paycheck or a weekly paycheck
II Sum Pow Y
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'Cats neutralize crowd, Vandy

IN Racers clinch...
FROM PAGE 6
the final 20 minutes, the Show
Me Center was erupting and Murray State was wilting.
Luther Bonds gave SEMO an
88-70 kad with 4:31 to play on a
layup It looked like the Racers
were in for an embarassing loss.
Edgar and his players saw it
differently.
"The only thing he told us is
not to rest, there's plenty of time
to get good looks (at the basket),"
said Jones, who scored six of the
Racers' last 13 points. "I give
Coach Edgar a lot of credit, not
once did he show his nerves."
"I've got a lot of confidence in
my guys in that situation," Edgar
said. "A< far as what Marcus
said, I'm supposed to be the leader. II I lose my poise, I can't
expect them to keep theirs."
With the 3-pointers starting to
fall, Murray used a little over a
minute to cut SEMO's lead down
to 91-81 with a trey from Cedric
Gumm.
Things got a little worrisome
when leading scorer Marcus
Brown foulded out with 3:12 to
play. But Murray scored six
unanswered points to pull within
91-87 with 1:48 to play.
Bonds' free throw made it
92-87 with 1:10 to play, but
Jones' 10-foot jumper cut the
lead to three, 92-84,SEMO, which hit just 4 of 7
free throws in thc final three
minutes, got one from Derrick
White with :49 to play, pushing
the lead to four. Murray freshman
Vincent Rainey, an for Brown,
showed senior-like poise by drilling a pair of free throws with :21
left to make it 93-91.
Shelton turned the picture
bleak when he hit two free
throws with :19 left to make it
95-91.
William Moore, the team's top
3-point shooter, hit a triple from
the left side of the arc to make it
95-94. With the clock stopping
after each made basket in the
final minute, SEMO had to
inbounds the hall. Matt Sisley's
pass flew over Shelton's head
and Jones grabbed it in front of
the Racer bench. Just before he
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put it down to drroble, he was
pushed out of bounds by SEMO's
Jerry Freshwater.
"We were in a one-two-oneone press and they tried to lob
over William Moore who was
guarding Shelton," Jones said.
"He (Moore tipped the ball and I
got it."
After Jones' free throws and
SEMO's last-ditch miracle, Racer
players mauled one another at
mid-court while SEMO fans
showered them with cups, programs and anything else they
could throw.
"Everything happens for a reason," said Brown, who finished
with 16 points. "We got tested
and overcame a lot tonight. It
showed a lot of character."
Five of the Racers' seven
3-pointers came in the final six
minutes.
"We didn't move the hall well
until we got down eighteen,"
Edgar said of the Racer offense.
Murray State was a 21 of 29
from the :free throw line for 72
percent while SEMO was 25 of
36 for 69 percent. There was a
total of 50 fouls called in the
bruising game.
Murray led most of the first
half, including an eight-point lead
with 7:43 to play in the half.
Freshwater's 3-pointer at the buzzer tied the game at 44-44.
In the second half, Murray
scored the first six points to take
a 50-44 lead. SEMO head coach
Ron Shumate called timcout
before the Racer run really got
going and SEMO began pulling
away over the next five minutes.
Murray State, which has a 1S-1
record in 1994, meets Austin
Peay in the final home game on
Saturday at 4 p.m.
"We've been waiting for this
game (APSU) for awhile," said
Brown.

benches, but because of the great
crowd support and that the team
always plays well here."

Kentucky
gets big
road win
By TERESA U. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
No. II Kentucky wanted to keep
the cold-out crowd at Memorial
Gym out of its game with Vanderbilt. With one or two exceptions, the Wildcats succeeded.
"I think Memorial and Florida
are the two toughest places to
play (in the Southeastern Conference)." coach Rick Pitino said.
"And here it's not because of the

His Wildcats (20-5, 9-3) trailed
only once, at 11-10. Saturday and
used a 17-4 first-half run in
downing Vanderbilt 77-69.
Kentucky held Vanderbilt
(13-4, 6-6) to 19-of-50 shooting
from the floor for 38 percent,
while the Wildcats hit 8-of-18
3-pointers. The key came in turnosers where Kentucky outscored
the Commodores 22-8.
Dan Hall pulled Vanderbilt
within 61-55 on a basket. hut
Vandy coach Jan van Breda Kola
said the Commodores lost
momentum minutes earlier when
two missed free throws by Ronnie McMahan could've cut the
lead to four.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIE

"I thought our confidence
wavered as the game progressed," said Vandy coach Jan
van Breda Kolff.
Travis Ford scored 22 points in
leading Kentucky but turned over
the ball six times. He said the
Wildcats were happy to leave
with a victory.
"Anytime you come into Vanderbilt and win a game, it's
something special. When you
look at the schedule at the beginning of the season, you think
mas•be you'll lose that one,"
Ford said.
Kentucky looked a little tentative in the opening minutes. The
Wildcats settled down and hit 51
percent 115-4-28) from the floor
in taking a 37-27 halftime edge
the Commodores scored only
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TWO Great Locations - One Low Pricel

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

once during a seven-minute
stretch. Tony Delk added IS
points and Rodrick Rhodes 10 for
Kentucky.
Billy McCaffrey led Vanderbilt
with 22 points, and Hall finished
with 10.
Kentucky finishes out its three game road trip Wednesday night
at Tennessee, And Vanderbilt
travels to Mississippi. The Commodores now must finish out the
season without a loss to have a
chance at the NCAA tournament.
"There's a certain amount of
pressure from our standpoint
because we thought we had to
win either all eight of our
remaining games or seven of
them to get to the tournament,"
van Breda Kollf said.
"We thought we could lose
One hut not two."

Free Shuttle BLS Service Between Both Locations
1.
1
" 4,000 Gallon Rolling, Stocked Aquarium
it_17 Stocked Trout Fishing Pond
Special Crappie Room, Filled with Acoessories
C.k' High Performance Boat Tune Up Seminars

il.g"

FREE

Fishing Seminars
Game Calls & Demonstrations

Parking at
Fairgrounds

Over 100 Boats to 'Show & Sell'

FREE

RV's & Campers
Pools

Hot Tubs & Spas

Rubberkitaid Casting Kids Competition
'Big Freddie

& His Monster Car Crushing Truck Demonstration

Family Day (Senior

Citizens &

Kids under

12 FREE on Thursday)

Admission: Adults $5.00, Children (6-12) $2.50
Kids under 6 FREE

Show Times:
1:meson:Oct by

HEAVYWEIGHT PROMOTIONS

Thursday & Friday - 2 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Saturday - 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday - 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

IN Lady Racers...

IC, an
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FROM PAGE 6
With SEMO leading 54-35, Murray State went on a 12-1 run,
helped out by consecutive threepointers by Angie Cooper, to
close the gap to just eight, 55-47,
with 13 minutes remaining.
But SEMO came back and outscored Murray 13-4 over the next
few minutes to go back ahead
68-51 and the Lady Racers were
never closer than 12 points after
that.
•
Jennifer Parker led all scorers
with 26 points while Cooper
wound up with 14, Rechelle Cadwell added 13 and Shelton scored
nine. The Lady Racers shot just
23 of 60 from the field (38 percent), nine of 25 from three-point
range and 10 of 19 at thc free
throw line. Murray State was outrebounded 48-35 with Cadwell
grabbing nine.
SEMO placed four players in
double figures, with Alison Morris scoring 19, Harris and Julie
Meier getting 15 each and Tonia
Harris contributing 13. The Otahkians hit on 27 of 62 from the
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Officials...
FROM PAGE 6
They could care less about Ron
Shumate and his players."
By this time, host Randy Ray
is sweating bullets and wondering
if his cozy job will be safe. He
warns Shumate that his comments
could cost him a reprimand or
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field (43.5 percent), three of eight
from three-point range and 26 of
32 from the free throw stripe.
"We came out flat," Fields
said. "It's not a problem to me
for us to lose, but it is a problem
to come out and not compete. We
can still get to the tournament,
but I don't feel like we competed
in the first half.
"Early on we just turned it

over before we could shoot, and
we didn't do thc job on the
hoards all night; we gave up 16
offensive rebounds and I don't
know how many times SEMO
scored off those," he said. "We
got into the game and we forgot
what we wanted to do. We let up
defensively and we didn't get
shots we can make. We reverted
hack to our old habits."
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Worse.

"Am I worried?" he said with a
wry grin. "I could care absolutely
less,"
Coach Shumate, Commissioner
Beebe said he's on his way.
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Peay beats Tech
Cl ARKSVI1 I.E. Tenn. (AP)
— Tyrone Beck scored 20 points
as Austin Peay defeated Tennessee Tech 80-74 Saturday night
After blowing a_9-point lead in
the second half, Austin Peay
(10-13, 9 4 Ohio Valley Conference) trailed 71 70 with I S6 to
play But John Jenkins was
fouled alter stealing an inbound
pass lie then hit two free throws
to put the Governors up for gnat
the tioveratrs' biggest lead at
the 11111 halt was 20-12 with 1 10
it'letill111141
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FARM
Funding available for homeowners
Funding is available through the
fill'IS
Home Administration
ti-inHA) to help very low income
homeowners finance improvements
U) their homes.
According to state director, Thomas G. Fern, Kentucky received a
substantial increase in the allocation
for fiscal year 1994 in the 504 Loan
and Grant Program.
This program provides assistance
to remove health or safety hazards
from homes owned by low income
and elderly families. Examples of
how these funds may be used
include:
1. Provide an adequate water

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

supply and a sewage disposal system.
2. Insulation, storm windows,
doors and screens.
3. Repair or replacement of
electrical wiring. roof, heating system, detenorated siding or structural supports.
4. Repairs or improvements to
make a dwelling accessible to a
disabled or elderly person.
Loans at an interest rate of I
percent with a repayment period of
up to 20 years are available to those
persons who currently own their
home, need repairs to the property,
Lack the resources from which to
make the repairs and meet very low
ErnHA income guidelines.

Grants up to $5,000 may be made
to those persons 62 years old who
currently own their home or have a
life estate, who lack the resources
from which to make the repairs, lack
repayment ability for a loan at I ck
and meet very low FmHA income
guidelines.
The maximum adjusted income
for households in Calloway county
is: one person -$9,650; two persons
- $11,000; three persons - S12,350;
four persons - S13.750 and five
persons - SI4,850.
Interested applicants should contact the local office at 104 North 5th
Street, Murray, KY 42071, or call
753-0162 for more information.

Ilen•
sertsem totols
thirk fired hpliti, 44,
the week entli ng Fel). IN submit tril by (lic II..ierst
1)(trk Fired Tobociw ANsocialuot.

Amount

Pounds
2:666,616

$5079,623.82

Mayfield 2,373,566

$5,175,757.37

Murray

Total

5,040,182

$11,155,381.19

Average
;22.1.2t

$221.33

Grain production
meeting March 1
A Grain Production meeting is set
for Tuesday, March 1 a 6 p.m ,at
the Murray State Livestock and
Exposition Center
Grain crops are important to the
farm income in Calloway County as
$15 to SI6 million are derived each
year from sales of corn, soybeans
and wheat.
Three University of Kentucky
Grain Production Specialists will be
here to talk about fertilizer, varieties, and diseases associated with
corn, soybeans and wheat.
There will be a sponsored meal
Please call the Extension Office at
753-1452 to indicate how many will
attend.

Preparing transplants requires sterile potting soil

• Dail) & Weekly Rental,.
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

It is not long until March.
This may seem a perfectly
ohs ious fact to anyone who looks
at the calendar, but it didn't really register in my brain until I
bought a carton of milk and the
grocery and the expiration claw
was March 3.
My first thought was, "March?
Already? I need to get my tomatoes and peppers started."
So does anyone else who
intends to have transplants ready
to go outside later in the spring.

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

A-1 GUTTERS
Quality Work
at a fair price.
- Continuous
Aluminum Gutters

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lalieker
I know there are many people
who say, "Why bother with starting your own seeds? Why not
Just buy the plants at a garden
center or discount store?"

We Only Have 11 Lots Left!

(Commercial & Residential)

SPRING CREEK OAKS ESTATES

- Vinyl Siding
- Replacement Windows

one of Alurriey's most exquisite subdivis. s

*Lifetime Guarantee'

Lots Range From $18,000-$25,000

FREE ESTIMATES

Contact Paul & Vickie Garland

CALL
753-7020

753-2905
OUR GUARANTEE:

Well, for one thing, starting
your own seeds is fun. You plant
the seeds and each day check the
flat, looking for sprouted seedlings, and one day, there they
are, tiny little tuts of green hie
. poking through the surface.
But to get to this point, you
need to start off right. First you
need fresh seed. An open packet
of tomato seeds that you found in
the back of a kitchen drawer and
is from who knows what year,
might germinatate, but likely will
not.
Next, you need some sterile
potting soil. This is very important. I suggest you go to the store
and buy a bag.
I know there are all sorts of

formulas for seed starting mix in
gardening magazines and books.
Try them if you want to. Just
remember that the sod has to be
heated to be free of the fungus
that causes seedlings to suddenly
wilt and die. The only way most
gardeners can sterilize soil at
home is to bake it in the oven or
microwave.
You'll have disease-free soil
when you're finished, although
your family may abandon you
and the house because of the
smell.
Well, however you choose to
obtain it, you have got your soil
mix. Next you need something to
put it in.
Here again I vote for the

_._JE.tiy some change, you have
been tidier than most gardeners
and threw all your plastic pots
out, check wityh other gardeners
you know.
They will, probably be glad to
get rid of some. Once you have
your containers, clean them out
and soak them for a few minutes
in some chlorine bleach, then
rinse them well.. Fill them with
the soil mix.
And then you'll he ready to
learn the real secrets of seed
starting -- next week.

Program seeks to boost cattle production
Cattle account for more than
one-fifth of Kentucky's farm revenues, but if a new program just
started by a team of University of
Kentucky agriculturists is successful that proportion will jump substantially.
The new program,called the Beef
Management Information System,
seeks to boost cattle's contribution
to the state's economy by an additional quarter billion dollars annually, according to Paul Joerger,
Extension agricultural economist.
Joerger is heading up the team of
Extension specialists, county agents
and farmers developing the program.

"Essentially, the program is divided into two phases. The first
phase involves collecting data from
four "model" cattle farms. The
second phase involves using the
data from those operations to develop a computer program that producers throughout Kentucky can
use to evaluate the profitability of
their operations, down to each and
every animal, Joerger said.
Cattle production can be a substantial part of a community's income haw,he said, if each producer
operates efficiently.
The potential for increased revenues from bccf,Joerger said, was
emphasized with the Ag Project

2000 initiative by Kentucky's farm
leadership. The project, which
seeks to boost agricultural income
annually statewide from the current
$3 billion to $5 billion by the turn of
the century, sees substantial potential in beef cattle production.
"Currently, Kentucky has 1.15
million head of cows, but with our
forage base in the state, .we could
double that number very easily,"
Joerger said.
"This program should help producers make better decisions within
their herd for more profit. That
should entice may to expand their
operations," he said.

Clover can aid in increased profitability

You'll'
close in

30 days
or we pay your
closing costs!

Beef producers who roll in the
clover could be rolling in the money
from increased profitability.
"Beef farmers should be preparing to renovate their grass pastures
to get maximum yield, quality, and
profit for the coming year," said
Jimmy Henning, Extension forage
specialist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"Renovation is the incorporation
of legumes into grass sod and in
Kentucky that means tall fescue," he

said. "A good stand of clover in
fescue will increase yield, enhance
the nutritive quality of pasture, give
more summer pasture and increase
weaning weights and calving percentage."
Establishing good clover in
fescue is still the most cost-effective
way to work with the fungal endophyte of tall fescue," said Henning.
"Attention to a few details will
help ensure good success with renovation," he said. "Watch fertility.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"
\lost mortgage companies tell you when your loan shou/if
close, but it doesn't always happen. Even fewer compensai,
you for delays.
At Republic Bank, we give you the option of a 30-day
mortgage loan closing guarantee. In the unlikely
event we can't close in 30 days, we'll pay your closing (1,St,.
SI) it you need a definite closing date, call Republic and ask
about our guarantee.

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service

512 South 12th St., Murray

Auto Insurance...
Compare Our Price & Coverage

ROSS
INSURANCEi1
AGENCY Ross

Ronnie Ross & Danny

600 Main St. • 753-0489

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

REPUBLIC

for Your Consenience Now Offers

Savings Bank

UPS Pick-Up

1.!th.,. It'll: Street,
Murray kentuck%

Daily Monday-Friday

759-1610

Ship Weelily etr Save Money
pm Sal 9 a m -7 pm Sun 1.5 pm.

NCI 9
t1.114• and

easiest possible solution. Use
some of those plastic pots or flats
left over from last year's gardening season that are still probably
cluttering up your garage or
porch.

Nerroarer 11)1(

Ilyvy. Ml

N

Olympic Plata

iii

Clovers, especially red clover, need
Ph levels above 6 to 6.5 and good
levels of phosphorus for solid establishment. Soil testing is the only
way to know if these nutrients arc
needed."
Good seed and soil contact is also
important, he said. Because red and
white clovers have exceptional seedling vigor and tolerance to some
shading,a variety of methods can be
used to establish these grasses.
Broadcast fertilizer on top ofclosely
grazed sod can be easy and effective. Either freezing and thawing or
cattle traffic will work these small
seeds into the soil.
"Grass competition can pose a
serious problem in pasture renovation, said Henning. "Probably more
scedings fail because of excess
grass competition than any other
reason."
Allow cattle to graze renovated
pastures to remove top grass growth
and to reduce competition for the
clover, he said. Remove cattle when
the clover gets tall enough for the
animals to remove the tops of
seedlings. Also, make an early cutting of hay on these fields to help
control grass competition.
"Choose a certified variety of red
clover," said Henning. "Research at
the University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture has compared the
performance of common or uncertified red clovers with that of certified
varieties. Although the cost difference will be as much as SI per
pound, seeding with certified varieties can mean a yield advantage of
as much as 2,400 pounds the first
year, 3,400 pounds the second year
and 7,000 pounds in the third year."
Current information about the
performance of red clover and other
forage crop varieties is available al
the county Extension office.

751.2150
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LONELY? To meet singles
rn your area All ages Con
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42071 3301
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Happy
Birthday!
"Little Brother"
PAYING more than $1.850
per month lor nursing home
care? Yours paying too
much- private pay facility
you choose doctor hospi
rat pharmacy TN has $250
rebate monthly, your cost
then $1,600 Puryear Nuts
ing Home Puryear, TN
38251 901 247-3205
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'OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open Spin
Mon Wed Pizza salads
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804

lad to
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Norma leane's Nails
Treat I Hot Wax
Yourself Manicure

530 set

dy to
seed

10

753-1137

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310
CANCER
INSURANCE
No age lima to apply It
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
Yr. lc., da
,
wv.os"
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Well, look at Big Al at the half century mark
He's still got his hatr, hut it's not quite as dark
Even at fifty he's still pretty nifty
With a weak nght knee and thicker glasses to see
Ile's still making bnght smiles, after all those hard mtles

prowithin
That
their

Be sure to wish him a happy five-oh We went to this [feeble so the whole world would know
lies still a good guy working with wire,
and when he sees this'
Hell have staff to hire!
We hope that he knows this is all just m fun,
'Cause we all want to work here when he turns 51 ,
Happy Birthday Dr. Nioririte!
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Coming Soon,
121 South • Mayfield
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LONLE `I 45yr old white
O,iorced female wants to
share some togetherness
with single white male If
interested reply to PO Son
1731 Cadiz KY 42211
MEET nice singles wi
names phone as Down
Home Introductions
61 5-235 5000
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Old Oak Tree
Restaurant
Located
Buchanan Resort

All Positions Needed
Apply In Person:
Thursday (Feb. 24th, 10-2)
Friday (Feb. 25th, 10-2)
Saturday (Feb. 26th, 10-2)
642-6512 or 642-2828
Hew

Rusty, Pam & Matthew

BABYSITTER wanted in
home 753 1078

SEWING lobs wanted Including formal wear
753-1061

rtly

BARKLEY Lake Water District IS accepting applies
bons for a Water Plant Op
erator with a Class Ill A
license Applicant must live
in Trgg County or relocate
to Trsag County Competitive salary and benefits
Seno resume or application
to Barkiey Water District,
PO Box 308 Cadiz Ky
42211 Phone 924-5616

trie

LaDonna Shannon
Myra Hulse
John Glisson

Help
Wanted
ACCEPTING applications
USA Union 76 Must be
able to work weekends
753 7333

3 Permanent
Positions Locally'
Due to company
growth in the Murray area 3 job openings exist in the
branch of a FORTUNE 500 company. If selected
you will be given
expense paid classroom training. We
will provide complete company benefits, major medical, dental, 40IK
savings. Your starting income will be
51600/mo. & up.
All
promotions
based on merit - no
seniority. To be accepted you need a
pleasant
personality, be ambitious,
sports minded, have
grade 12 or better,
21 or older and be
bondable.
Call Mon.-Thurs.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fri. 10 am.-Noon
502-247-3700
Ask For
Donnie Tinsley
PAM S on the square
downtown Murray has a
waitress position to be
filled The hours are
8am-3 30pm Mon -Fri
Apply at 410 Main Experi
ence preferred but not
necessary

MATTRESSES any size
Buy factory direct, Ask ab
Out our Repads, Smith Mat
Factory
tress
502 851 3160

Wan
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
alter 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436 2578
901 644-0679

Apply $n person

The family of
Glisson,
Winifred
extends a special
thank you to all the
fnenids and relatives
who sent cards,
flowers, food, and
kindness in our time
of loss Also a warm
thank you to the mifuneral
nisters,
home staff, and pallbearers
Sincerely,
Verdell Gusson

Opportunity
OFFICE or business build
ng with adioirung duplex
1138115 South 13th St on
he NE caner of 13th &
Poplar Call 502-753 6001
ion

Sales Person
For Lawn &
Garden Dept.

Murray Home
& Auto
WANTED dependable
kitchen help & waitresses
Call for appointment
436 5496 or 436 2524
WANTED Experienced
pest control or termite tech
nician certification pre
ferred Send resume to PO
Box 328. Murray Ky 42071
or call 753 3914
7 30am 4 30pm

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
PARTING out Chevy Ford
Dodge Datsun trucks and
cars Also buy cars & trucks
cash 753 4133 Murray
Recycling

2 GARTH Brooks tickets for
WANTED truck drivers la March 51h concert in Murborers mechanic & con freesboro TN Asking
crete plant manager Days 5100,ea 615•232 6670
615 232-7001 or nights from 8am 12noon
615 232 7771
5 FORMALS 1 long
sleeves Approximately
size 9-10 Price negotiable
Domestic
435 4490
& Childcare
8'-''RYOBI radial arm saw
CAREGIVER male ma
with stand like new 25
ure experienced reliable console RCA color TV
will sithelp with sick disab $100 489 2218
led elderly, in hospital or
home errands grocery BODY conditioner & toner
Call
shop etc Excellent refer 5 unites in 1
ences
753 6495 if no 502-753 6001
answer, leave message on
answering machine and I II
return your call
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
penenced references Call
Linda 759-9553

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
CAMCORDER, excellent
condition Call 437-4327

WILL babesa in my home
days, some nights &
weekends 489-2883

NICE nr tower, 3511 with
rotating antenna (still
standing) best offer
489 2333

WILL dean houses, rea
sonable rates references
437-4064

PROM dress mauve size
7-8 with matching pumps
$75 437-2420

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the fu
hire and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro
feet is funded by the West
ern Kentucky Private In
dustry Council JTPA
EARN up to $1 000 weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience free sup
plies free information no
obligation send SASE to
Lrierome Dept 28 PO Box
39 Bangs Texas 76823
EARN up to S3 000,rno pro
crossing mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessary 502 569 1962
NOW taking applications
Ion responsible depend
able mature employees
Must work evenings
weekends Guaranteed
hours Apply after apm
Thu, Sun Pius Nwp.c
Aurora No phone calls

MERLE Norman & Uptown
Girl Boutique 814 Main St
Benton KY 527-8899 has
new beaded & sequined
prom dresses for rent or
sale We also have tuxedo
rentals & most formal wear
NEW metal siding & root
mg Cover 36' cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
it available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724
ALPINE CD player 7904
Call
model $200
436 5291

Appiercas
REFRIGERATORS $75 &
$125 stoves $1008 $125
washers $756 $125 dryer
$125 Clean good condi
1411.354 8528 call anytime

135 MASSEY Ferguson
John Deere 2030 4006
Duetz 1611 trailer IH314
plow John Deere lOtt disk
8 row spray arms fold
Super C equipment
49284!! leave message
454 IH diesel tractor,
$3,900 753-4053 after
5pm
8N Ford tractor
753 1794

$2 250

ALL type guns 9mm S&W
3 clips in box, 357's stain
less 38s,380s, 32,5
25s SKS s& Sporters AK
Mali 90 s rifles shotguns
Buy sell trade Phone
436-5650

FOR sale last chance for
AK 47 s 8 SKS s with milled
RUGER MKII 22 pistol ' receivers 753-8738
lockblue extra magazine
GUNS & ammo motorcy
ing box 199 00 new in de helmets work boots &
box 753-7213
camping supplies Jerry's
SAUNA dry heat with a Sporting Goods 6th & Walvibrating bed
Call nut, Mayfield KY
502 753 6001
210
SUN tanning beds new &
ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe- used financing available
Firewood
dos Ruth s See and Sew, Parts service 8 supplies
Call Sonny Hooks A FIREWOOD or sale
Country Square, 1608 N
9 2 7 4
7 5 3
437-4667
121 Murray 753-6981
1 -800-540-9790
SEASONED firewood for
sale 530-rick 436-2458
WILL sit with elderly clean
house or run errands Full
or part time Good ref
753-6170

Murray-('a/rowdy County Hospital a leader rn
prourdtng qualtty healthcare In 14es/ern
Kentucky and Northuest Tennessee annount
the folloarrtg lob operunRs

PIANO FOR SALE
Wanted responsible party
to take on small monthly
payments on console
piano See locally Call
800-635 7611
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

REGISTERED NURSES
Critical Care Unit full-time 3-11

11-7, 7p-7a

240

full- time charge 2 00 p m -11 30 p m (4 daysiwk)
full time charge 10 00 p m 7 30 a m (4 daysiwk)
MedicalirSurgical Unit full-Ome 3-I1, 11-7 7p-7a
part bme 7p-7a
Obstetncal Unit full time 11-7, 7p 7a

PROFESSIONAL painters
with minimum of tour years
experience in painting resi
dental houses inside arid
out Applictions can be obtamed at Black's Decorating Center, 701 S 4th St.
between 8am and 5pm
Monday through Friday

FRUSTRATION pencils
tracing figures book
marks magnets HBSRI1
Hardin KY 42048
GARAGE door, 1657
steel Call 502 753 6001

&When

Fun time position
E xpenenced required

753-8107

Help Wanted

Apartments
For Rent

Help
Wanted

Personals

Nuclei

Home Care

SOTVIOes

For details contact:
Lyn Ryall K N
Nurse Kei miter
(502) 762-1319
f

Pnvate Duty LPN's

MURRAY
CALICMAY
C1OUNTY
HOSPITAL

4413 Poplar street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

Miscellaneous
KILL ROACHES! Buy ENFORCER Overbite Roach
Spray or Overbite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back. GUARANTEED, Available at Coast
to Coast, 604 N 12th St,
Murray, KY
2511
Business
Services
K Tiand Associates otter
ng a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099

We Move
Mobile Homes
5024374608

PARIS TN approximately
8500 square foot in shopping conker Extremely high
traffic count Ideal location
lor retail outlet in developing retirement & trade can
Principals only
ter
901-642 8781 weekdays

1060 GOOD condition
$1800 Fully furnished
492-8714

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

12565 1971 2br, 2 bath for
sale or trade 753 9866
12x60 2BR gas heat For
sale or trade 435-4477

NEW 16 wides 3br, 2
bath northern built loaded
Where else can you buy, for
less than $20000 North
Gate Mobile Home Phone
527 1362
BRAND new 14X70 3br. 2
bath shingle roof, vinyl siding Free delivery and set
up $16900 North Gate
Mobile Home Phone
527 1362
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027
JUST arrived 1994 Clayton 16X80 3br, 2 bath
winter special northern insulation all 94 colors, a
steal at $20,995 Save
$3,000 Gateway Mobile
Home Phone 527 1427
LARGE selection of Doubloweles some with 256
walls northern built starling at $27 900 North Gate
Mobile Home Phone
527-1362
OVER stocked on used
homes 10 12 and 14 wide,
must go at some price
starting at $495 North Gate
Mobile Home Phone
527 1362
REPO 1984 Nova, shingle
root hard board siding, fire
place,extra sharp $800
down Gateway Mobile
Home Phone 527-1427
SAVE BIG BUCKS on
Quality Built Energy Eftctent Manufactured
Homes, One of Tennessee's LARGEST & OLDEST Dealetsr Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc , Hwy 79E
Paris, TN 1 800-642 4891

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

SUMMER S coming beau
bful lake duplex boat ramp
each 2br tett hook up
15min from Murray Top
$350/mo bottom $275/mo
527-9639
TAKING applications for
secton 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap access,
be Equal Housing Oppor
tunny Apply Hilldale Ape
Hardin
Ky
or call
502-437-4113
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du
dex appliances furnished,
central gas heat & air
$475mo 1 rno deposit 1
yr lease No pets Call
753 2905

2BR upstairs appliances &
water furnished $285Mo
plus deposit 489-2296
4BR 2 barn apts available
tor Jan occupancy Cental
hia applicances furnished
Located on Diuguid Coleman RE 753-9898
EFFICENCY apartment,
water & garbage paid,
$100'mo 753-5980
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

1614 OLIVE all utilities
furnished kitchen & living
oom privileges Coleman
RE 753-9898

1BD house 250rmo Good
location
No pets
498 8977
2BR brick carport 1
bath, central hie up
phances yard mainte
nance included No pets
$400 Deposit & refer
ences
Alter 5pm
753 6397

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications or 2BR house on So 7th St
1 2 and 3br apartments $350mo lease & deposit
Phone 759-4984 Equal required 753-4109
Housing Opportunity
4BR,2 bath fully furnished
NEWLY constructed 1 & lakefront, deck whirlpool
tub weekly or monthly
apartment
near
MSU
2br
rates
Coleman RE
Call 753-0472
753-9898

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of:
'Soil-Less Mixes
'Finished Plants

• Green Houses
• Outside Float System

'Started Plants

• Float Trays

Now booking started IL finished plants.
Construction available on greenhouses

(502) 435-4415

1-800-831-3239

94 THINGS AND MORE
SAVE 10-50%
Oh Retell Pisces f veryday'
Rargeg here

• TREADMILLS

149'4-549"

6 malty* to choose horn

from

• STEPPERS

• WEIGHTS rro

2BR furnished at Grogan s
$165'mo with lease & de
759-2570
posit
or 753 3860
2BR Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances
& water furnished Coleman RE 753-9898
NICE clean 2br, furnished/
unfurnished Small quiet
court near city, $150imo
759 1691
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753 5209
TWO mobile homes on the
lake in Panorama Shores
Both 2br, 1 bath One is
$200+mo the other
$165rmo Call 753 2249 at
ter 5pm

Se
Home Lots For Rent

MOBILE home lots for
492 8488

We are looking for an experienced diesel mechanic CUL
Incense preferred Afternoon shift
General mechanic responsibilities Must have the ability to
direct work force in the shop during the 2nd shift
We ofTer competitive income, weekly pay checks, employee
insurance, paid holidays, paid vacations, much more
APPLY AT: Department of Employment Services
319 8. 7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
800 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southold@ Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween Barn 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

69"-129"

259"
49"

• NORTHERN TRAILS SKI MACHINE

Ell

WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
At the Department of Employment Services
Mayfield, Kentucky, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

NICE new apartment lo
cated on MSU campus
2br fully furnished includ
ing washer & dryer Water
pad $400Mo plus deposit
753 9650

120

1 2 313D apes Furnished
1977 SKYLINE 14X70, 36r,
very nice near MSU No
Uri bath, stove. refrigera
7 5 3 1 25 2
pets
tor, central ha, $7,200
days 753 0606 after 5pm
Must be moved 527 0900
1BR near MSU appliances
1993 14580 Ardmore 3br
furnished Coleman RE
2 bath central air gas heat
753 9898
759 9914
1 OR 2br apts near down
1993 GATEWAY 14X60 town Murray 753-4109
mobile home 2br full bath
central air gas heat corn
2E5FI duplex appliances
pletely furnished with fenced back yard Available
washer & dryer set up in March 1st $410imo depo
Fox Meadows Call for ap- sit references 492 8393
pointment 753 7753
28R duplex available Feb
1994 16X80 Gateway, 3br, 15th on Northwood Dr
2 bath northern insulation 753-5731 or 759 4686
lots of extras delrvered to
28R duplex central Nal all
your lot Special sale price
appliances $3951mo
$19,900 Gateway Mobile
753-9302 after 4pm
Home Phone 527 1427
2BR no pets 2 blocks from
1994 WINTER special,
$215imo
campus
28X68 So hospitality,
753-5980
northern insulation 3br, 2
bath formal dining room, all 2BR townhouse, new, spaappliances one time price. CICKJS all appliances includ
$39 900 Gateway Mobile log washer & dryer
Home Phone 527 1427
753-4573
2

NICE duplex 2br, central
tvie appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 4898

rent

NATURAL gas heater
22500 BTU
Sf50
753 4053 after Specs

4 CAR warp with onion A
pond lot 753 4500
$OO 220030 ft
RE 753111110

Cdernah

DOWNTOWN offic•
salmis Court Siguarts
ullekkilar• Illsoneme al $100
mends* Warble Cad De
toby all 753 11068

ib

Saf

Just 1 Mite Ego of
WO worth

kil-F 10-6

Murray on Hwy
Me Drivel

753-3769

54

Sat. 10-5

FAST REFUNDS
Electronic Filing — $25.(X)
Tax Returns Prepared —
Simple Return $35.00

IRS

KDL Bookkeeping &
Payroll Service
Kathy Lee
502-474-2796

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies,
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue- basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A.
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

•
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MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES
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1994

EXCEPTIONALLY nice NEW 40Z50 commercial
3bl 2 bash bock 5650mo metal building in Lynn
lease I deposit required Grove kontage Hwy 94 W
corner lot 753 4873 after
753 4109
SMALL 3br roues near the 6pm
unversity furnished ax urn
furnished $265rmo plus
deposit 2br duplex $1 411
N Ste appliances turn
,shed $265i'mo plus depo
Sit 492 8225

Brakes 10f rent Pro Two
for vinyl song 436-2701
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40imo 759 4081

NEW duplex Cr sale Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156
ROBERTS Realty Calloway County s oldest and
most rehab* haat estate
agency For all your real
estate needs cal them to
day at 753 1651, Syca
more and 12th Sr
UNDER construction 1800
square loot duplex located
Folbrook subdivision off
Ouguid Rd Brick veneer
central gas 753 4873 after
6pm

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 153-2905
iso
Pets
&coke
AKC Golden Retrievers
Shots 8 wormed Males
$150 Females $125 Dam
sire on premises
436 5671 No answer
leave message

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision All city
utilities $18,500 firm
753 4873 after 6pm
LOT ft 1,, in Southwest
Villa Subdivision 150X 140
trees all utilities available
Call 502 753-6001

AKC Pomeranian puppies
328 8016
AKC Registered Dalmation
puppies Wormed $150ea
492 8897
HAVE an obedient safe
dog tor show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

53 ACRES on Cherry Corner Rd 7 miles from Mur
ray, $40 000
Call
753-3625
58 ACRES prime develop•
merit property southwest of
Must sell!
Murray
759 9247

50 ACRES half Pliable, hal
young timber, good road
east of Murray. $37.500.
terms 759,1922 owner
460
Howes
For Sale
28R. 1 bath, with storage
building 11 miles from
town on Hwy 94 W
435-4560
3BR 1 bath bock home 13
miles Southeast of Murray
$50,000 759 1352
BRICK duplex. 2br central
heat 8 air. all appliances
1'4 yrs old in Northwood
753-9302 after 4pm

FOR SALE BY OWNER
35r 17, bath brick ranch
CONDOMINIUM lor sale or Eat in kitchen formal dilease Low utilities on site ning room, living room
security 753 3293 after family room with /, bay
6pm
window Central gas heat 8
KOPPERUD Realty has air, wall to wall carpet
buyers waiting to purchase ceiling tans pcuzzi Lot
homes all price ranges If 75x150 adiacent lot availyou are thinking ol selling able Walk to banks 8 shop
contact one of Our courte ping Priced to sell mid
ous and professional $70 s Call for appt
agents at 753-1222 or stop 753 4359
by office at 711 Man St

5 ROOM kerne nOuSe On
appournawly 4 lot Coldwat•r community
1-241-1706
ANOTHER new in town list
,ng at Kopperud Realty
31:4 bock rancher with car
port Offered at $39 500
753 1222
Phone
MLS*5495
FOR sale by owner Extra
nice 24 yr old cabin on
wooded lots in Calloway
Co Suitable home tor small
family In miles from Cy
press Springs Manna Must
see to appriciate
1 554 4776 or 436 5903
JUST listed, Spacious 3lor
2 5 bath home located on a
quiet street New central
gas heat & air were added
in 92 Large closets 8 stor
age space generous sized
rooms 6 immediate pos
session make this a home
you need to seep Listed to
sell at $75,000 Kopperud
7 5 3 1 22 2
Realty
MLS15469
LIKE new home close to
town with small acreage
this stylish home has
amenities galore, Vaulted
ceilings fireplace enter
tainment center and cov
ered patio are lust a few of
the features you'll love The
lourth bedroom with Outside entrance can serve as
an in-house business center or in-law quarters Make
your appomiment today ,
$127500 Contact (op
perud Realty 753 1222
MLSe5463

READY for Senrcome teeing the home in Spring
Creek Oak* tessures 50r.
large living species. Peachtree windows, hreptece,
and vaulted ceilings. The
Large master suite has all
the amenaws with walk in
closet and master bath Be
sure and add this 10 your Nit
to see at the asking price of
$159900 its a real value
Contact Kopperud Realty.
753-1222 MLS854.40

1990 LUMINA Euro 44e
$lam gray Nice carl
382 2678
1991 NISSAN 240SX SE
cherry red loaded extra
sharp 51 XXX miles
$11000 Call 436-5291

Ikeercycles

1993 NISSAN Maxima sun
root Bose compact disc
cassette Stefed. auto di
maw control cew cossets
p5 excellent condition
489 2335

1992 YAMAHA PW 50, ex
collect condition $600
435 4318

CAMERO 1986, V-6, fac
arrefm. stereo, 89 XXX
miles $2600 753 2479

1984 OLDS Delta 80 2dr
oaded V-8 good condition $2500 759-9311

REPOS 8 company execu
tive cars 1988 Lincoln
Town Car 1990 GMC 1500
Sierra SL pickup 1983
Porsche 944 First Trust
Corp 502 753-7958

Swims
Oared

1987 PROCRAFT bass
ooat Evinrude motor foot
operated trolling motor 2
deptei finders 2 eve wells
oaf wail etc 753 9609

A 1 carpentry work house
plans drawn remodling
declw homes built no pb
to small keg esarriates
Call J&C Construction
436 5398

1985 PLYMOUTH Horizon, 1983 CHEVY custom van
one owner, local Caf, auto, 94 XXX miles 305 eng
loaded 759-9056
a c, good condition
753-7597
1990 FORD Aero Star EXT.
1985 PONTIAC Suntaird, 47xxx miles one owner
good
mileage
high
Sap
fully loaded extra nice
St 850
condition
753 5539 7533 0509
492-8376
1986 BUICK Skylark. 4cir,
minor body damage,
$1.650 435-4294
1986 NISSAN Centre, red.
4dr. $1,150 437-4240 or
753-8469

On
All 1993 New
And GM
Program Cars
No Reasonable
Offer Refused'
Close-Out

Purdom
Motors, Inc.
753-5315
1300/121 Bypass
1-800-455-5315

1987 CAMERO V 8 RED
WITH T TOPS SHARP 1
90 XXX MILES 759-4823
1988 TOYOTA Supra,
white 59,XXX miles good
condition all power alarm.
58 200 obo 753-7636
leave message

1971 FORD F-100 full size
pick-up with 390 2 barrell
auto pis prb, air tinted
windows, good toes , very
good condition 759-1107
1973 CHEVROLET dually,
454 flatbed good condi
lion Call after 5pm
474-2111
1981 FORD 1 ton dually, 5
passenger. sleeper. 5th
wheel puller 460 Ford
auto a/c. excelient condi
Pon 55,500 436-5811 Or
436 2071 after 6pm
1987 MAZDA 132000 am Irn
cassette air bedliner tool
box 53 250 489-2704 at
ter 6pm
1989 MAZDA B2200, good
condition, $3,500
489 2973 if no answer,
leave messae
528
Beata
& Motors
1985 175V Astroglass cl/c
bass boat One owner, 150
Merc trailer brakes
$6,495 753 8828

Dial-A-Service
Can Advertise Here For
.....,5.00 You
per week — (13 week minimum)

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week

MURRAY 753-9224
R.H. Nesbitt Masonry Company
Commercial and Residential
General Contracting
I
Backhoe Service
i
Ph. 502.492-6516
13. Pager 502.762.7221
: LireL Kentucky

It's time to start
thinking about
your
mowing
yard
Call

Wayne s
Lawn Service
489-2342

0.411dnert ilectric
al/CIRCA/ GOKTIAACT01•1
Commercial 8 Residential • Licensed & Insured
Jambs C. Gallimore, Owner
..crosed WAR* NOOSE InstaIlw • A,,c11•V•daz ...Kato,
• Hone A6413,alon
808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
,,.- Central Hesing & CCOAN SIANK• II instaaaron
ii 'I
p wrap Elecer-al Service IL Insiallahoc
"11/11.7.-ENNe
Licensed Gas lArechark

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
...Wu- Tunks. Sewers It Hauling
Call Us

759-4685

Commercial Waste
'2
-• i":„ Disposal
1/111 like,-

riresse .1...

All Types of Refuw

Service

489-2303

' Kilby Carpet
1
Cleaning
,Residential
• Commeroa • Professore

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor

INSURANCE

Al. AL'S hauling. yard
work, tree removal mowing
Free estimates
759-1683
Al AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal mowing
Free estimates
759-1683

William
Duncan
Building
Contractor
Experienced builder
of houses, garages,
pole barns & storage buildings Also
remodeling Call for
estimates, no lob
too large or too
small

474-8267

Lou V. McGary
t

r

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles'
MEDICARE

SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medi
care does not pay 5676 on pert A, 5100 on Part 8
Call Me for more information
FREE I!ELI' IN(1 AIM FILING FOR MY CLIENT,'

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Boat Dock Building & Repair
Remote Delapidered Docks And Other Structures
Smell Crane Berge • Rip Rap From Barge
Boat Lilts • Boat Mounted Pile Driver
.b'McNeery Route 5 Box 2444.4 SWIM,' KY 42025

i
f
. ,_

For all your
investigative needs!
Bel-Air Canter, Murray
(502) 753-3968

RANDY THORNTON
COMPANY INC.
r

Heating & Cooling
'Serving Western Kentucky
for Over 57 Years'

TRANE

(12)3644363
WCea Wayto Start the weeko

- Dial Now Advertise Here .r
/

•

802 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-8181

PAPERHANGING
Trueseirtny

, 7534931

Riesonsois Ram
Heolui Soo

High Standards With An Extra Touch For Deal

WOOD WORKS

4

.11 14-4 SI HE 41 I 1,
153. 1 1 1
S
HIll Fandrk h
($02)753.3193
VlurraL la 42071

&
1th
2.wimore

i

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mapr

BACKHOE Service corn•
plate toundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Masonry Phone 492-8516

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
BACKHOE Service ROY
of colors Licensed in
HILL Septic system drivesured Estimate available
ways hauling foundations
759-4690
etc 759 4664
B&G Maintenance & lawn
care Free estimates Ask
Bill 759 4490
BOBS Plumbing Repair

Service All work guaran753 1134
teed
436-5.832

or

CARPET installation 30
plus years experience
commercial and residen
hat vinyl tile berber Work
guaranteed Measures and
repairs Call 474 2131 or
437-4543
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

i"6. n6
Computer Cut Vinyl Logos and Letters. Custom
Banners. Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs Vehicle
Laboring, Plexiglass Signs, Window Lettering, Real
Estate Signs Office Signage, Greetrig and Adverosing
Posters. Sandalasted Redwood Signs. Architectural
Signs Metal and Foam Letters. Bronze Plaques. Trade
Show SgrisDisplays. Any Custom Wood Works
Cali 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard & Visa

CUNNINGHAM $ Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
Mete installation and ser
vice
Cali Gary at
759 4754
ROCKY COLSON Horne
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fri 753-0530

•A
•6
•K
f8

The
Not
Pas
Pas
Ope
hil

Col

flat
and
wel
top
eat,
thn
hat
Fi
fall

WINDOW & door repair

20yrs experience
753-2330

FREE cats 8 kittens Mixed
colors 1 calico 435 4226
FREE puppies Will be medium size dogs 753-9873
FREE puppies, Lab mix No
papers 753 4838
FREE to a good home
Beautiful lab puppies 7
black 1 chocolate Call

436-2778

CO
184..

America's Second Car

.
1
11gle;Duckling
w Locahons Coast to Coast
LIMEINEECall
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office. 753-6910
1-806-THE-DUCK

112 So. 121h
Murray. KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

C & C NURSERY 'The
Daylily People We now do
perennial gardens landscaping. trimming. spring
cleanups, yard work 8 tractor work Call Charlie 8
Cindi Tumbow 753-2993

KY 94 WOlt to Johnny Roher•son Road South lo So
Hale Road right on Sq Halo Road 114 TOO

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Can
436-5255

753-0466 P.O. Box 1033

Every Tuesday Night at
(Doors opal
,a' 6 001

7:00

Knights of Columbus Hall
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Murray

HOROSCOPES
1For your personallied daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will hill you 95
.ents a minute.)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
•1 void overextending yourself. Once
ou have developed a game plan.
'tick to your priorities! Financial
.ipportunities will abound by late
spring: be very careful when making
investment choices. Your excellent
ommunication skills are the key to
,areer success in July. Form a creative partnership in the fall. October
hrings happy romance. A change of
residence is likely before Chnsunas
rolls around.

Malay. basketball great Julius "Docfor J'' Erving. tennis star Michael
Chang. actress Drew Banymore.
ARIES (March 2I -April I"
Handling routine tasks in an imaginative way could lead to career
advancement. Opportunities for
inancial gain are greater than in the
past.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201:

Refuse to make a commitment until
you have had at least another night's
d

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560

SEAMLESS gutters installed residential or corn,
mercal Sernall Gutter Co
753 6433

Li5L LAWN SERVICE commercial or residential free
estimates Call 7534001
after 5pm

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: poet Edna St. Vincent

GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
104 N. 13th St.

753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES
Interior and Exterior
Residential & Commercial
PROMPT
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

LICENSE)
AND
INSURED

.4/

Authorued
BIUGGS & STRATTON
awl KOHLER
Savior Cuter

Opening For Business Feb. 2Ist

Lamb's Small Engine
arcs

ANTIQUE refinishing fur•
future repair Ei custom
woodworking 753-8056

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
doss's, vinyl flooring
436 2052

Non
Neil

Cot

a

K.T.I. 6 Associates

•,,,

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
levences 436-2101

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

) 1111 DAY PAINTING
!1!

753-2962

Phil Kilby (502) 759-1896

ANTENNA Repair and in
stasason Replace or install
quality Channel Master an
tennas rotors and amplt
hers Beasley s Antenna
Service, Buchanan
901-642 4077

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing rooting tree work
436-2642

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replace
rnent 759-1515

Protect Your Number One Investment

Call for an appointment

EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References avail
able 436 2060

CH181 Chloe Chimney
Sweeps has 10% syn.°,
citizen Cascounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

I t ESDAN • 14:BRLAR1 22, 1994

ALPHA BUILDERS

1-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart. Route Manager

ALPHA Builders Carpentry remodeling porches
rooting concrete drive
ways painting mainte
Nance etc Free estimates
489 2303

Al lA leaf raking 8 mulch
ing light hauling 436-2528
ask for Mark

• Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding •

Remodeling, garages. decks, porches, concrete
cork. chain link fences Home matntenance

ELECTRICAL Ron Hail
Heating Cooling 8 Electric
Inc Service sales and in
cm:lawn 15021 4354699
435-4327

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING 'Serving Calloway Co
for 22 years' Carpets
Upholstery Emergency
water removal 753 5827

16111 ,

Doors, Wrclows, Door Track .1 Trolleys. and insulation
to/ Metal Buildings
OrPce (502) 489 2722
9....!erwortri Rd ;Hely 299)
Home f 5021 489 2724
Maw, KY 4207'

Anytime

ALL gutters II I
cleaned Leal pickup &
hauling Call David Barley
at Sartan Lawn Care
753 6986

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER 43658-48

as Ewers

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

DRYWALL, finishing repays eddroons and blow
ing darlings 753-4761

1 1 1 A Hauling tree trim
ming tree removal deanrig out sheds attics 8 odd
lobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 Mee
Spin 759-9816 753-0495

HEATING Ron Hall Heat
ing Cooling and Electric
Co Service unit replacement and complete install
lion Licensed gas installer
Phone 435 4699

Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
. Drop By And See Car Showroom •
sae Senboy • Murray (Behind Bunny Breed)
753-5940

SS

CUSTOM bush hogging
& Mang (up to 6-deep)
489 2995

manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753 2455

All Types Of.

,

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
terns 354 8161 alter 4pm

1 1 1 1 A Hauling moving
clean up odd lobs tree
trimming tree removal
mulch hauling Free estiTIT Lamb
mates
436 5744

CuSTOSi KITCHEN GANNETS
CuSTOSI WOODwoOKING

DIAL — 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

NEEDED good used boats
6 motors for sate on cosign
meet No sale no charge
436 5464 Wayne Darnell
Mar,ne repair 8 miles out of
Murray on Hwy 121 S

Free Estimates
Reasonable Rates

1985 325E BMW 78 XXX
mites !maculate $6 000
489-2704 after 6pm

REDUCED, Immediate
possession Southwest
school district, 3br, 2 bath
eat in kitchen dining room
Deck & shop 759-9359
TWO story 3br 27, bath
brick home with carport
Located in Whenell Estates This lovely home has
a large Irving roonchning
room complex as well as a
large kitchen and family
room with fireplace The
master bedroom has a
Large bathroom wnvalk-in
closet Two bedrooms are
connected by a large bathroom and one bedroom has
a walk-in closet The parsally finished attics perfect
for a workroom or playroom The outside is surrounded by beauty Must
see to believe Shown by
appointment only
753-4370

1990 GEO Tracker block
convertible 4X4 am 5sp
cassette 26 XXX mites
$6950 763-2976

Union
Ohne

Beals
II Malan

Ms
i /ball
Fr

101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

BCS Tillers
Kevin Lamb
Rtchard Lomb

Also Repair Work

753-2925

sleep over it. The shining coating on a
proposal may be spurious. Greet any
gossip is ith your usual skepticism.
GEMINI May 2I-June 201: Do
not place toil much trust in what you
hear today. Stories have a way of
getting twisted around through repetition. Manage your business interests carefully. Speak out forcefully
on a community issue.
CANCER (June 2I -July 221:
Acquiring new skills will give you
an edge over the competition. Others look to you for leadership. Sow
sonie seeds for future projects. An
.ilder person offers you excellent
.alvice. Follow it!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Inflalionary forces abound! A long-range
inancial strategy will help you
rilAC the most of your income. Curb
.1 tendency to splung on entertain-

ment or costly. social outings. Invite
friends to your home.
VIRGO i Aug. 23-Sept. 221: A
misunderstanding or disappointing
deal could cost you money or a
friend —possibly both. Distance
yourself until you can cope with
your feelings. A family member
offers support.
LIBRA 4Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Matters that call for action on your part
should not be set aside for another
day. Take up the most difficult job
first. Conduct your own research
without belittling anyone else's
efforts.

'SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Catch up on odds and ends at work.
Important details require your attention. Nothing will slow you down
once you circumvent a roadblock.
Avoid locking horns with stubborn
people.

SAGITTARIUS iNov. 22-Dec.
21): Think twice before making an
important decision. A well-timed.
move will be a feather in your cap.
Joining forces with others makes
tremendous sense. Get everything in
wnting. however.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191:
Professional and personal goals are
apt to clash today. Put your energies
into an exciting career or financial
opportunity. Forging ahead with a
business proposition will win you
new allies.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

The financial picture is generally
encouraging. thanks to your thrifty.
ways. A restless mood could give
birth to new ambitions. You can pull
off a terrific deal if you move swiftly.
PISCES Feb. 19-March 20): Do
some fancy financial footwork in
your spare time. Putting the lid on
spending will help you accumulate
money for investments. Refuse to let
irresponsible people dump their
problems in your lap.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are Cleilli‘C. spiritual and kind. They want to
i.e their talents in a constructive way and are sometimes too trusting of
'hose whir %A ant something for nothing. Psychiatry. medicine and teaching
hold special appeal for these studious and diligent Pisces. They cling to their
coals with fierce tenacity., convinced that their dreams will eventually come
I rile' Thes make wonderful mentors and parents. naticni and %elf-..ai:nficing

t
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435 4226

— unless they were willing to incur
his considerable wrath — with less
than four or. preferably,five trumps
When it came Cohn's turn to bad
on this deal — after two paases — he
asked his left-hand opponent. Mike
Moss, which one of his teammates
would he holding the South hand at
the other table
This was a reasonable question.
since Cohn — faced with a wide choice
of bids — was willing to explore the
psychological advantage of knowing
who his opposite number at the other
table would be
But Moss didn't know, or pretended not to know, who was sitting
South at the other table He furthermore argued that Cohn was not entitled to this information, and that
Cohn could call the tournament diPass
Pass
rector if he wanted to settle the issue
Opening lead — ace of spades
But Cohn. unwilling to pursue the
Many years ago. the late Marty matter further,said at this point.'In
Cohn of Atlanta was playing in a that case. I'll open the bidding with
national team of four championship seven hearts
Everyone passed and Moss led
and held the South hand Cohn was
well known for his psychic bids On the ace of spades. Cohn ruffed,drew
top ofthat. he was the foremost advo- a round of trumps, cashed four club
cate of opening the bidding with a tricks, discarding a diamond from
three-card major suit,even with good dummy,and so made the grand slam.
Said Cohn, when the hand was
hands
His partners were barred from over, The next time I ask a CIVII
raising his opening major suit bids question. I'll expect a civil answer!'
Tomorrow: A give-away plan

North dealer
Neither aide vulnerable
NORTH
•QJ95
•1098 7 2
•J
*107 4
EAST
WIFIff
•8732
• AK 1064
•—
•6
• AQ 108743
• K 96 2
*52
4.863
SMITH
•—
AKQJ543
•5
•AKQJ9
The bidding
South West
North East
Pass
7•
Pass
Pass

Aren't You I
Glad There's Ii7x1

VIII be me
753-9873

ab mix No
8

›cl home
Jppies 7
late Call

11

LOOKING BACK

CONTRACT BRIDGE

I:hlwkausy
744 senor
We sell
1 screens

1994

Ten years ago
Officers of Church Women
United of Murray and Calloway
County were Mrs. Lowell King,
Mrs Hafford Smith, Mrs. Sherwood Potts and Mrs. Ralph
‘1,

The Rainbow Ringers of First
I oiled Methodist Church presented a program at a meeting of
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club_ They are april
lane. Heath Ryan, Janet Vs'haley,
Rachel Russell, Kristy Hohman,
Patrick Carruth, Julie Kirchoff,
Jenny Harnal3t and Scott Wells
ith Janet Wolfe as director.
Murray State University Racers
heat Akron $3 to75 and Youngstown State 83 to 62 in basketball
games. High team scorers for
.ciSt were Craig Talley in Akron
game and Craig Jones and Craig
Tilley in Youngstown game.
Tariffs years ago

Maggie Battle, daughter iii Dr
and Mrs. Guy Battle, and KAI)
Watson, daughter of Dr and Mrs.
John H. Watson, both seniors at
Murray High School, are finalists
in the National Merit Scholarship
Program, according to MHS Principal Eli Alexander.
Dr. Constantine Cunis, president of Murray State University,
IS one of five Kentuckians named
as Youtstanding Young Men for
1973 by Kentucky Jaycees.
An exhibit of jewelry. hollow
are and decorative table AMMAN
by Clara Eagle, retired chairman
ol Art Department of Murray
State University, are on display
!nun Feb. 17 to March IX at
Murray State University Library.
Mrs. Ella Morris observed her
97th birthday on Feb. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman C. Jones
will he married for 50 years on
Feb. 24.

flirt., _tears ago
The Tennessee Valley Authority Board of Directors today gave
assurance to three counties in
which land will he purchased Ice
Land Between the Lakes that
they will not suffer financial loss
because of the project.
Joe B. Garland, aviation
machinist Tate third class. USN,
son of Mrs. Ben Garland, is station at Nasal Air Station, Memphis. Tenn,
Carl Lockhart, Darrell Wilson,
Groover Parker, Joel Crawford
and Lee Redden are new officers
of Lynn Grove-Goshen Methodist
Men's Club.
high school basketball
In
games, Murray High Tigers heat
Murray College High Colts, and
Sedalia heat Calloway County
Lakcrs. High team scorers were
Don Faughn for Murray High,

Bailey for College High. Mullins
for Sedalia, and Crick for
Calloway.
, _tears ago
Fort.
Contracts have been signed by
Mayor Gedorge Hart to enable
the City of Murray to furnish
adequate water and sewerage to
the newly annexed areas of the
city.
Jenelin McKinney, flute. Charlene Robinson. oboe, and Judy
Barnett. cello, members of Murray Training School Orchestra,
have been selected to perform in
the all Kentucky High School
Orchestra, Lexington, on Feb. 22.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Beaman.
Mr. and Mrs. Lamon Lovett
have been the guests of her
brother and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe N. Cohoon and son. Max, of
Columbia, S.C.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: Having just read
the letter from Gary t'. Brown, concerning sleeping in the nude. I say.
-To each his own,- But if everyboriy
in Los Angeles had been sleeping in
the nude on Jan. 17, the morning of
the Northridge earthquake, Southern California would have seen the
biggest nudist colony in the U.S.A.
I am an 84-year-old native Californian and have lived through
,mziny earthquakes. I live in Norwalk, approximately 50-70 miles
from the epicenter, and that quake
literally shook int) out of bed.
- Perhaps those -who sleep in the
nude m California won't anymore.
FRANCES HIGGINS

DEAR FRANCES: As for people who are accustomed to
sleeping in the nude. I have previously suggested always keeping a bathrobe handy in ease of
fire, or some other unscheduled
circumstance that calls for a
hasty getaway.

about her ovaries, her husband's sperm. etc. And when her
depression became so severe that
she missed several weeks of work,
we offered sympathy. and made up
the slack at work.
The newest problem: Betty has
asked that the rest of us please
refrain from discussing our new
grandchildren, babies and pregnancies within her hearing.
She has become so obsessed that
she refuses to attend baby showers.
or even express joy for others. She
will not consider adoption. or much.
needed therapy to help her deal
with this baby obsession. _
Abby, do you or any of your readers have any suggestions for Betty?

• • •

DEAR ABBY: We work with a
woman who has become a problem
for everyone around her. -Betty- is
in her early 40s. and has been trymg._unsuccessfully. to have a child
for several.years now. Everyone in
the office has had to listen to Betty's
infertility difficulties, including the

DAILY COMICS
BLOND1E

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

Iler behavior is affecting her work
and her friendships.
BF:TTY'S FRIENDS

DEAR FRIENDS: My recommendation would have been
therapy, but you say that she
has already rejected that idea.
It's possible that Betty needs to
realize that not everyone is
lucky enough to have everything he or she wants in life, but
we all should learn to roll with
the punches.
Perhaps a group such as
RESOLVE, which offers emotiozud support, peer counseling.
medical referrals and education for people with infertility
problems, would he helpful.
Interested readers, please send
a stamped, self-addressed, busito:
envelope
ness•sized
RESOLVE, 1310 Broadway,
Department DA, Somerville.
Mass. 0'2144.
•••

DEAR ABBY:The letter from the
mother who was in the habit of
telling her 44-year-old son to "be
careful" every time she said goodbye
to him reminded me of the following:
A successful doctor picked up his
mother in his new Mercedes, took
her to a fashionable place for dinner, and then to the theater. where
they had orchestra seats.
During intermission. )4he turned
to him and asked. "Do you have to
go to the bathroom, dear?"
FAITHFUL FAN,
Ct X3NUT('REEK. FLA.

tn
2071

CALVIN and HOBBES

•• *

DEAR ABBY: To the 44-year-old
man who was angry because every
time he left the house his mother
reminded him to -be carefur It will
be very, very quiet when you leave
the house one day and your mother
is no longer there.
DAVE ELLIS, RENO. NEV.
•••
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Jur own
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ALEX TOOK ME CROSS COuNTRY sKiiNei YESTERDAY,
CHARLENE . THEN WE
PLAYED PADDLEBALL

s. Invite

r-

THEN WE WENT ROLLER- -1
I
BLADING... TOOK A DANCE
1CLASS... AND WENT ON A FIVE
j MILE HIKE... IT'S 50 DIEEERENT BEING WITH HIM! HE
HAS SO MUCH ENERGY! HE'S
1 3UST SO MUCH FUN!

CLUNK

"Wen, yes,that 4 the downside. Fluffy. ... When
we kill her, the pampering will end.

THE CHILD WITHIN HAS
BEEN AWAKENED, BUT
THE OLD LADY ON THE
OUTSIDE JUST COLLAPSED

returned to you.

DR. GOTT
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CONFIDENTIAL TO MY
READERS:Just a reminder that
the Operation Dear Abby
addresses were good only
through Jan. IS, 1994. Letters
sent after that date may be
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PEANUTS
NOW CAN WE KNOW IF OUR
BROTHER IS 6ETTIN6 BETTER
NO ONE TELLS 1)5 ANYTHING'?
er

I THINK I'LL
60 HANG AROUND
THE FRONT DESK
MAYBE I'LL HEAR
SOMETHING..

THE NURSE 15 HAVING TROUBLE
WITH i•IER BOYFRIEND AND THE
DOCTOR'S GOING TO SWITCH
TO A METAL SEVEN-WOOD'
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DEAR DR. GOTT I would like all
the information you have on poly
cythemia. My mother is on oxygen 18
hours a day because of the condition,
and she's having trouble adjusting to
such a sedentary lifestyle
DEAR READER: Polycythemia (too
many red blood corpuscles) is often
caused by other diseases, such as
emphysema, certain tumors. cigarette
smoking. or any condition that
deprives tissues of oxygen
For example, a harmless, adaptive
form of polycythemia affects virtually
anyone who lives at a high altitude,
where the air is "thin- and lacks the
oxygen content of sea level air. There
is also a pnmary form of polycythemia
ipolycythemia vera). the cause of
which is unknown
Because your mother must breathe
supplemental oxygen. I suspect that
she has a form of secondary poly
cythemia, perhaps due to a lung disor
der. In this case, it's the lung problem.
rather than the polycythemia itself,
which is probably causing her handl
cap Patients with severe emphysema
often need oxygen supplements, and
such people understandably expert
ence marked restriction in physical
activity
Of course. I'm guessing at your
mother's condition, based on the limited information you supply
Consequently. 1 encourage you to
clarify this issue with her physician If
she has emphysema, special breath
ing exercises, in conjunction with
bronchodilator medication, might help
her be less sedentary
Intolerance to exercise is not char
acteristic of polycythemia Your moth
er should ask her doctor about this
and, if necessary see a lung special
ist
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Blood
Donations and
Disorders' Other readers who would
like a copy should send Si 25 plus a
long, self addressed, stamped enve
lope to P 0 Box 2433, New York. NY
10163 He sure to mention the title
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DEATHS

Mrs. Jettie M. Smith
Services for Mrs. Jettie M. Smith arc today at 1:30 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Charley Bazzell and Jim
Pounders are officiating.
Pallbearers are Dr. Kenneth Grogan, Terry Grogan, James E. Miller,
Wick Carroll, Dr. James Thompson and Clifton Cochran. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Smith, 98, Rt. 3, Murray, died Friday at 6:55 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray. Her husband, Joe B. Smith, and one
daughter. Mrs. Joette Wolfe, preceded her in death.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Verona Grogan and husband.
Bobby, Doran Road, Murray, and Mrs. Dbrothy Nanny and husband,
John, Coldwater Road, Murray; four grandchildren, Diana Wolfe,
Susan Dunman and husband. Jeff, and Terry Grogan, all of Murray,
and Dr. Kenneth B. Grogan and wife, Kelley, Paducah.

Mrs. Juanita Haynes
Mrs. Juanita Haynes, 67, Wickliffe, died Saturday at 1:25 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Wickliffe First Christian Church. She was the
daughter of the late Eley Campbell and Elizabeth Lunsford Campbell.
Three sisters and two brothers also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband. William Ray Haynes; three Sons,
Lonnie Gay, Wickliffe, David Morris, Pe,ona, Ill., and Michael W.
Morris, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Brownie Hinkle and Mrs. Thelma
Adams, and one brother, James Campbell, all of Wickliffe; eight
grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m in the chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home, Wickliffe. Jess Reno and Claudia Polsgrove arc
officiating.
Burial will follow in Wickliffe Cemetery.

Mrs. Daisy Orr
Ms. Daisy Orr, 88, Green Acres Nursing Home, Mayfield, died
Saturday at 3:50 a.m. at PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Co., Mayfield, she attended
10th Street Pentecostal Church.
Survivors include three nieces and eight nephews. Five sisters and
four brothers preceded her in death.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m, in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Carvis Black and the Rev. Vodie Jackson
officiated.
Burial was in Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.

Letters of Appreciation
Dear Editor:
Family IIA would like to thank
Taco John's for their contribution in
making our multi-cultural event at
North Calloway Elementary a huge
success. Our study of Mexico was
climaxed by a Mexican lunch furnished by Taco John's and a visit
from the "Taco John mascot". A big
"thanks" to Sandy Honta for her
planning and work in getting the
food to the students.
Thanks also to the many parent
volunteers who helped with the
activities in setting up the Mexican
Village. Pan Saddoris, Gwenith
Wyatt, Buffy Strecunan, Lone Falwell, Leann Jones, Paula Federick,
Ann Filter, Gina Duncan, Linda
Williams, Julie Ramsey, and
Rhonda Smith. The students enjoyed your participation in their
study of Mexico.
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Robert L. Norman

Theodore Leonard Vaughn
Theodore Leonard Vaughn, 57, Murray, died Sunday at 12:30 a.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah The body was cremated.
Mr. Vaughn was the retired president and former owner of Murray
Fabrics, Inc. He held undergraduate and MBA degrees Irons Murray
State Urnversity and had taught management and marketing at Marietta College. Marietta, Ohio, and at Murray Suite. He was a retired captain in the U.S. Army Reserve.
Born in Maryville, Tenn., he was the son of the late Charles Leonard Vaughn and Effie York Vaugh.
He had served several civic and professional or ganizations including boards of Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross, Four
Rivers Manufacturing Council, Rotary Club, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, and Leadership Murray. He was a member of St. John's
Episcopal Church.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Margaret Vaughn; one daughter,
Mrs. Alison Wallace LeGrone and husband, Philip, Vestavia Halls,
Ala.; two sons, Gregory Leonard Vaughn and wife, Renee, Norcross,
Ga., and Kevin McMonigle Vaughn and wife, Katherine, West Chicago, 111.; one sister, Mrs. Carolyn V. Isenhower and husband. W. Stine,
Conover, N.0 ; one granddaughter, Elizabeth Ahigael Vaughn, West
Chicago.
A memorial service will be Tuesday at 7 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Rev. Andre Trevathan will officiate.
Visitation will begin at 5 p.m. in the Parish Hall of the church poor
to the service.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be made to St.
John's Episcopal Church. the Nature Conservancy, or the Effie and
Leonard Vaughn Memorial Scholarship Fund at Murray State
University.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Investments Since 1854.

Roben L. Norman, 78, Benton, died Friday at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
He had retired in 1980 as an equipment operator from Pennwalt at
Calvert City. He ,was a member of Sharpe Lodge of Free and
Accepted Masons and Machinists Local 51969.
Born Feb. 12, 1919, at Palma, he was the son of the late Robert
Glenn Norman and Verna C. Vasseur Norman.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ploma Rose Norman: one daughter, Mrs. Paula Jan Scott Benton; three sons. Steve Norman, Benton,
Gene Norman, Almo, and Harold Glenn Norman. Gilbensville; one
stepson, Larry Cole, Rock Island, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Mammie Jewell
Newman, Detroit. Mich.; II grandchildren: eight great-grandchildren:
three stepgrandchildren: five stepgreat-grandchildren.
Services are today at 1 p.m. an the chapel of Collier Funeral Home.
Lake Riley is officiating. Masonic ntes were Sunday at 7 p.m.
Burial will follow in Bethlehem Cemetery in Marshall County.
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Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753.3366

Joe Pat Treas
Joe Pat Tress, 65, Rt. 1, Kirksey. died Saturday at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
He had retired in 1985 from Pennwalt Corp.. Calven City. He was
an Army veteran.
Born Aug. 23, 1928, in Illinois, he was the son of the late Virgil
Treas and Hazel Cunningham Treas. One brother, Homer Lee Treas,
also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Lofton Treas: one daughter, Mrs. Vickie Dover. Benton; one son. Jimmie Lee Treas. Kirkse,
one sister, Mrs. Edna Proctor. Benton; one brother, Dan Treas
Mobile, Ala.: five grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev, Max Anderson will officiate. Bunal will follow in New Zion Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call cat hte funeral home from 5 to £t p.m. today
(Monday).
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Picture Yourself With Better Hearing

Gifted, talented program-to begirt/
Beginning March 5, Murray State
University's "Super SaturdayS"
program will allow gifted and talented students from throughout the
Jackson Purchase and Pennynle
areas to spend Saturdays doing
something more educational than
watching Barney.
The "Super SaturdayS" program
is designed to help these gifted
students, in level 2 through grade 6,
explore various topics outside the
normal classroom setting. Gifted
students include those who are
recommended by school officials
and who are enrolled in a school's
gifted and talented program, score
in the 90th percentile or higher on a
recognized Standardized Achievement Test Battery or who have a
verifiable IQ score of 120 or more.
According to Dr. Chuck Hulick,
associate profes.sor of elementary
and secondary education and
"Super SaturdayS" program director, the courses designed by the
team of teachers he has assembled
will provide students with additional learning that may not be
attained from the curnculum of
public schools. In addition, he said
that because no more than 15 students will be allowed in each
course, participants can reinforce
each other's excitement for learning.
This year's topics include:
—For primary levels 2 and 3:
Super Science and Math Madness,
Windows on the Onent and Creative Communications and Drama.
—For primary level 4 and grade
4: Jungle Jim, The Sky is the Limit
with Your Own Model Rocket,
Comics Corner, Creative Puppetry
and Working with Clay: A Primitive
Skill in Modern Times. The last
course is a late listing and will again
be taught by Calloway County art
teacher Glenn Leckie.
—For gradcs 5 and 6: Up,Up and
Away (aerodynamics), The Wonderful World of Nature and Designing Creative Commercials.

'Did you know you can choose the exact
funeral arrangements you want?"

Each course will last from 9:30 to
noon each Saturday in March. The
registration fee for "Super SaturdayS" is $75 per student. Two or
more students from the same family
will receive a $15 discount per
student, as will participants of the
1993 program. Partial scholarships
are also available to students who
demonstrate financial need.
The initial meeting and orientation session for the program will be
held March 5 at 8:30 a.m, in the
lobby of the Special Education
Building.
For more information on Murray
State's "Super SaturdayS" program
or for registration forms, contact
John Griffin at the Center for Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach at 762-2160 or 1-800669-7651.

Call For FREE Hearing Tests

STONE-LANG
BEARING RID CENTER
206 South 4th St • Downtown Murray • 753-8055

If you're interested
in a loan, we have
an opening for you.
We're celebrating the Grand Opening of our new Loan Production Office the
week of February 28. Conic in and you'll find we can offer you specialized service
and quick response on mortgages. home equity loans and all kinds of consumer
loans. Realtors will find us helpful. as well. Stop in for free refreshments and register for the grand prize of a 25 inch color television with VCR and other prizes. So

Family 11A, North Calloway
Elementary
Route 2, Murray

come to our grand opening in University Square Center, and meet some people
who can help open doors for wu.
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Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
When you pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
We'll explain your choices to you,and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or corn. by today. We'll be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose

SOS North 121), Si,.,,. SW,D. Murray, Kentucky 42071

753-6900

